PRODUCTION EMAILS
Subject:Re: Ark
Date: Tue, 26 Mar 2002 07:53:36 -0800
From: Alan Chan
To: Jason Bagley
Hey Jason,
I've just completed a storyboard edit of a short form project that we
want to shoot this summer - a politically incorrect satire, if you will,
about the state of the movie industry.. it's called, um... "12 Hot
Women" - the premise being that if I made a movie with 12 hot women I
wouldn't need a plot :) (yes, this is coming from the same guy who
wrote Ark)
I am looking to use this project as a testbed for HD technology. I'd
like to shoot it on HD, raw dump the footage and offline edit on DV, and
then conform on HD. At that point I can either master and project in HD
or colortime and filmout for projection. It's a pipeline I want to test
out as a cost-saver in production.
The shoot breaks down to 3 1/2 days, and taking into account HD camera
rentals and misc expenses (cast, crew and personnel will be unpaid) it
looks like it'll run about $5,000 to $10,000. I'm not sure how your
company is set up or if you're even interested, but I'm just starting to
look for sponsors and I figure it can't hurt to let you know.
You can access the storyboard edit here:
http://***
account name: ***
password: ***
The small edit is 16 megs - hope you have a fast connection :)
Cheers,
AC

Subject:RE: hey man!

Date: Tue, 16 Apr 2002 21:46:01 -0500
From: "Katzenberger, Dan"
To: "'Alan Chan'"
Bad news about the progressive (aka movie mode). The Sony PD-150 only does
15 fps shooting progressive mode, so it is unusable for video or film. No
worries, though, since I bought it for its 60 fields per second performance.
I read an article recently that had a process for making the video look like
film, so I may give that a try to see how it turns out. I also have some
16x9 tests to do as well.
dan
-----Original Message----From: Alan Chan
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2002 12:10 PM
To: Dan Katzenberger
Subject:Re: hey man!
Mmmm shoot some progressive and send me the frames.. :)
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Videos
Thu, 2 May 2002 13:48:53 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

Dear Alan,
I just had a chance to watch your videos. I laughed a lot during 12 Hot Women.
I especially like the ass shaped building, plus the many other references to
female body parts. How close are you to being ready to shoot this? Do you have
the dates sceduled yet or completed financing?
I am still reading away! So trust that I am keeping you in mind. It looks
like we are going to do a short and possibly a documentary this year and
realistly look at doing a feature early next year. It gives us more time to
secure the RIGHT script, financing and yada yada yada. It was nice to talk to
you the other day. I hope all is well where you are. Talk to you later.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:Re: what's up?
Date: Tue, 21 May 2002 23:02:34 -0500
From: Breanna Jarvis
To: Alan Chan
Dear Al,
I just watched 12 HW with Jason and we laughed our asses off. We would
really like to discuss the possibility of doing this with you. We will
be in the office tomorrow during the early part of the day. Will talk to
you soon.
thank you. Breanna Jarvis

Subject:Re: what's up?
Date: Wed, 22 May 2002 12:16:53 -0500
From: Breanna Jarvis
To: Alan Chan
Dear Alan,
I heard about your talk with Jason. Great. I have a couple of
headshots I could send you almost immiediatly, but if we are really
going to consider the possibility of production in Texas, I could have
some more to you quickly after that. Do you have any of the parts cast
already? Do you have a crew in mind?
By the way, July is not so bad. The weather has been beautiful thus
far. I think this will be a mild Texas summer. Besides the sweating
women will be an added bonus to the movie. :)
thank you. Breanna Jarvis

On Wed, 22 May 2002 09:11:29 -0700, Alan Chan wrote:
> Hey you!
>
> I just talked to Jason this morning.
>

> Send me headshots when you get a chance! :)
>
> AC
>
>
> Breanna Jarvis wrote:
>
> > Dear Al,
> > I just watched 12 HW with Jason and we laughed our asses off. We would
really like to discuss the possibility of doing this with you. We will be in the
office tomorrow during the early part of the day. Will talk to you soon.
>>
> > thank you. Breanna Jarvis
Subject:Re: what's up?
Date: Wed, 22 May 2002 13:55:08 -0500
From: Breanna Jarvis
To: Alan Chan
Dear Alan,
I think your DP would be great. We have noone in mind. We also have
great crew here. We can arrange something. Yes, I think it would be fun
to scout for locations. I have a busy afternoon, gotta run. I will look
for the breakdown when I get back home.
Bye. Breanna Jarvis
-----------------------------------------------On Wed, 22 May 2002 10:27:01 -0700, Alan Chan
wrote:
> Hey Bre,
>
> I think shooting in Texas will be a large possibility, assuming you guys
decide to go ahead with the project. Casting would be interesting, since I'm
here and you're there, but overall, getting you guys involved would help a lot
as that would free me from having to handle things like location logistics and
stuff
> and concentrate on what goes in front of the camera. No parts cast yet, but I
have a breakdown of all 12 of the hot women I need - I'll send the list from
home tonight. No crew yet either, although I know of someone here I've worked
with a lot that would be a good DP, especially when dealing with new technology.
> Go ahead and send whatever headshots you can and we can toss around notes for
the look of the women :)
>

> AC
>
>
> Breanna Jarvis wrote:
>
> > Dear Alan,
> > I heard about your talk with Jason. Great. I have a couple of headshots I
could send you almost immiediatly, but if we are really going to consider the
possibility of production in Texas, I could have some more to you quickly after
that. Do you have any of the parts cast already? Do you have a crew in mind?
> > By the way, July is not so bad. The weather has been beautiful thus far. I
think this will be a mild Texas summer. Besides the sweating women will be an
added bonus to the movie. :)
>>
>>
> > thank you. Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Here's the list!
Thu, 23 May 2002 06:05:54 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis

Hey Bre,
Below is the list of what the El Dozen Mucho Hotte Chicas should look
like. I also have shooting schedules and location breakdowns, but I
doubt you'll need that until we figure out if you guys are going to be
involved.
Andy Lesniak has agreed to be our DP, btw. A CG veteran like me, he's
served on Titanic with me and is now currently heading up Post Logic's
3D division, working on Jon Amiel's "The Core".
Send headshots of anyone you think might fit the parts!
AC
-----HBL: Slightly older but still very hot. Must exude sexiness even when
dressed in a business suit. Possibly redhead, but may be brunette as
well. Natural leader-looking type.

HB1: The experienced agent. Possible midlength to long hair - hair that
flows. Brunette possibly. Cup size to fit in scanner. Dressed in EZ-open
blouse.
HB2: The rookie. Shortish hair. Determined but obviously young. Tanktop
and jean shorts or something.
HB3: Pool chick. Must dazzle and be able to fight in two-piece bikini.
Shortish hair preferred. Must be able to perform faux lesbian scene.
HB4: Pool chick. Must dazzle and be able to fight in two-piece bikini.
Shortish hair preferred. Must be able to perform faux lesbian scene.
HB5: Tomb Raiderish babe. Long dark hair, preferably pony-tailed if
possible. Wearing Lara Croftish attire.
HB6: Indian chick. Performs the shiva karate maneuver.
HB7: Airhead. Must be blonde, longish hair. Leather top w/exposed belly.
Needs two bazookas.
HB8: Determined driver of dunebuggy. Must be well-endowed.
HB9: Determined passenger of dunebuggy. Must be even better-endowed than
HB8.
HB10: Bikini babe - Jetski driver. Shortish to medium-length hair.
HB11: Bikini babe - Hair blond/sandy/brunette. "Nice bazooka" line. Also
jetski rider.
HB12: The kickass Aussie chick. Don't look at her, she will kick your
ass, and then when she's done she will kick your ass some more. Tieoff
blouse with bellybutton showing, and jean shorts. Must look good
carrying big guns.

Subject:
Re: hey you!
Date:
Tue, 28 May 2002 11:56:36 -0700 (PDT)
From:
Sara Morris
To:
Alan Chan

Alan Chan wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good for you! Have fun in NY - and send some cool pictures!
I'll be back at Sony in August, but we're planning to shoot 12HW mid to
late July though, so that would be a little late. My main question is,
assuming we shoot mid July, when should I start auditioning and putting
ads in the trades and stuff? How much lead time do you usually get
between when you audition and shoot?

well...let's say you want to hold 2 rounds of auditions. If you advertise the 2nd week of
june (you'll probably receive about a million headshots) you want to give yourself at least
2 weeks to get the shots via US mail and then you have to open them, pick the girls who
jump out at you, and make piles/lists of which girl you want to read for which part. Then
you need to set up the auditions (which is a hassle b/c actors are not known for their
timliness nor their organizational skills) so that's another week for auditions and then
you're into the 1st week of july. then you'll probably want to narrow your choices so
you'll have call-backs and then you're into the 2nd week of july...and then you need to
coordinate the actors to schedule a table reading / discussion time for your actors...and
then the actual rehersals (which if your shooting on film you'll definitely want to
have)...and then you have blocking issues for camera, fight choreography...etc. e! ! tc.
etc.
so supposing you advertise in the 2nd week of june...with the above also
supposed...you're looking at an august shoot.
does this help?

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: 12HW production details
Sat, 1 Jun 2002 14:52:42 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

Dear ALan,
I will unzip from the office on Monday. I'll let you know how that works out.
Also, I think a selected audition would be perfect. It'll give a chance to find
us some HW that we can all agree on and also get a chance to hammer out final
details. Jason thinks he can get us the camera for free. He's going to try to
see what he can make happen next week. WE are filming something Monday and
possibly Tues. So, once we get abck to the office and once we can meet with a

couple of different people. We'll see what we can do for camera cost. Also, are
you doing the helicopter in CG or do we need a chopper? Talk to you soon.
Breanna Jarvis
-----------------------------------------------On Sat, 01 Jun 2002 09:09:08 -0700, Alan Chan wrote:
> heya!
>
> Here is a zip file containing excel spreadsheets and production
> breakdowns for 12HW - hopefully they will help you break down the
> project better as far as locations and cost is concerned. The
> shottracker references a /tn directory, so depending on how you unzip
> the file, you may not see the corresponding shot thumbnails in the
> shottracker.html. (to fix this, make a subdirectory called 'tn' and move
> all the little hw## jpegs into that directory.
>
> Also, I was thinking yesterday after the phone call that I can probably
> fly down some Saturday in June to do selected auditions - like we'd go
> through headshots first, and pick the ones we want to audition, and I
> can fly down for that. What do you think?
>
> AC

Subject:
Date:
From:

12hw
Thu, 06 Jun 2002 10:06:13 -0400
Alan Chan

PRODUCER SEEKS 12 HOT WOMEN
Are you a sultry siren? Or a smoldering set of curves?
We are looking to cast 12 shapely female individuals who
have the ability to flirt with the camera and fog up the
screen to shoot a short film project with commercial
potential. If you are a) female, and b) feel like your
calling in this world is to tantalize the male population,
then we are looking for YOU!
Send headshots to blablabla

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: Siggraph
Tue, 11 Jun 2002 09:31:09 -0500
Dan Katzenberger
Alan Chan

Well, the trip is the first two weeks of September, and starts in San Diego.
Here's the actual itinerary:
http://www.bordertoborder.com/b2b/adv-ta02.html
As far a Dallas goes, count me in. I've got plenty of frequent flyer miles
so I can fly down to meet you. What dates are you going to be in Dallas?
-----Original Message----From: Alan Chan
Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2002 8:24 AM
To: Dan Katzenberger
Subject:Re: [LWD] Siggraph
Hey man,
When is your cross country trip? I have a project in Dallas I was wondering if
you wanted to come down and hang out and take pictures at.. :)

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: hey you!
Wed, 12 Jun 2002 11:32:08 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

Dear Alan,
Howdy! I am getting really excited about 12 HW. We are still waiting to speak
with the guy that we hope can get the camera for free, but he keeps getting
these last minute jobs and he's never there!! He is suppose to be back in town
this afternoon. If he doesn't donate the camera, then it looks like we will be
going to Plan B ---> Your guy! Either way we'll be shoooting HD 24!! Whoo Hoo.
We're still working out final details. Will a rocket launcher be ok for a
bazooka? The guy said it looks a lot like one. Also, will someone need to make
the bra with the scanner and the tit scanning device? We are still searching for
a crahs test dummy? Where the hell do you find one? At worst case scenerio can
we use a Manniquin? Also, we have thought about makeup and wardrobe, but I don't

the outcome. I believe we can handle that here though. W know some people.
Believe it or not, we do have a few friends.
As for the FTP program... still working on it. Almost there. :)
I will talk to you a little later. I have a bunch of work today. Have a great day!
Breanna Jarvis
-----------------------------------------------On Tue, 11 Jun 2002 10:50:45 -0400, Alan Chan wrote:
> How's things going? Didja get the FTP program working?
>
> You've probably heard from Jason that I've set up a backup
> plan for an HDcam - which means that we have a very high
> probability of shooting in HD - YEAH!! I am so psyched :)
>
> AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
CC:

Re: hey you!
Wed, 12 Jun 2002 14:38:54 -0400
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis
Andy Lesniak

Wow, so many details to hash out! :) Let's see..
i) HDcam. We should probably try and nail this one down
asap, as it will dictate our shooting schedule. Hopefully
you can find out this afternoon, but maybe if we can't get
an answer from your guy by Friday, we can switch to Plan B
instead so we can set shoot dates and start planning for
it. I'd like to get a definite shoot date to give to my DP
by Friday, so he can start making plans. In addition, I
need to call up my old friend in Oklahoma to see if we can
borrow him and his Steadicam, and I'm waiting on figuring
out the shoot date before I ask.
Let's do a phone touchbase Friday morning and lock down
the details, if we haven't already.

ii) More HDcam. Speaking to Patel (the HDcam guy here), I
am told that the most important thing to controlling the
look of HDcam is a good set of filters. I will check and
see if he has a filter set, but if not we might need to
rent a matte box and a set of filters like the NDs, low
contrasts and diffusion filters. I'll update you on this
when I know more.
iii) Light kits. My DP Andy has some lights, but they'd
probably be cumbersome to bring with us (they're heavier,
older lights). If you can grab a Lowell kit or two, that
would be probably all we need. (Patel tells me HD is rated
at roughly 320ASA, so we won't need as much light as for
35mm). Just make sure we have the usual scrims and stuff
for controlling the light. Let me know if you need it and
I can swing by and grab some CTOs and CTBs if needed.
Also, one or two reflectors for outdoor stuff would be
good, since a fair portion of our stuff is exterior. Maybe
one silver and one matte white.
iii) Rocket Launcher is fine for the bazooka shot. Deuce
showed me online what it looks like.
iv) Bra/Scanner device. I am looking into the costs of
building one and seeing if we can utilize some college
design students to help build it. Do you know any design
students down there that would like to help spend time
building it?
v) Crash test dummy. The dummy was always intended to be
CG, because it has to explode and anything CG is 'free'
(not technically free, since it takes up my time, but it's
cheaper than hiring an explosives guy to rig an expensive
dummy). A mannequin onset would be great to help line up
sightlines and composition though.
vi) Makeup and wardrobe - whoever it is should probably
plan to meet with us when I fly down the first time for
auditions. We can discuss looks then and start setting up

costumes once we lock down our 12 hot talents. I just
bought Charlie's Angels on DVD for reference - what other
movies can you think of that would give us good points of
reference to discuss look/wardrobe?
vi) FTP program - let's see the headshots! :)
That's all I can think of. Let's definitely do a phonecall
Friday and get up to date. Once we lock the shoot date we
can start planning better, like setting up auditions and
when I have to fly down and stuff.
Have a great week!
AC
Subject:
Date:
From:

12hwnotes
Thu, 13 Jun 2002 18:58:23 -0700
Breanna Jarvis

Producer seeks 12 Hot Women! Do you look like a secret agent covering as a
supermodel? Is your codename January, or April or maybe July? We are looking for 12
women secret agent/supermodels - Charlie's Angels of the new Millenium - between 18
and 30 years old. All must be in top physical form and excellent athletes.
Stunt/Cheerleading/Gymnastic background a plus. Digital short spoof has commercial
potential.
12 women secret agent/super models - between 18 and 30 years old. All must be in top
physical form and excellent athletes. Stunt/Cheerleading/gymnastic background a plus.
Again, they are the Charlie's Angels of the new millennium.
Here you go Tom, any more fences to paint? : )
Digital short movie trailer. It's a campy, spy spoof in the vein of Austin Powers, or
Undercover Brother. Their cover story is that they are swimsuit Calendar supermodels,
but in reality, they are deadly secret agents. The exotic locations for their photo shoots
coincide with places where democracy is in danger, and the freedom of the world is
threatened. Places like Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Florida, and Texas. Each has a code name,
January, April, June, etc. They are the Charlie's Angels of the new millennium. And yes
it will be silly.
Part Description:
We're putting together an ensemble cast for a digital short:

12 women secret agent/super models - between 18 and 30 years old. All must be in top
physical form and excellent athletes. Stunt/Cheerleading/gymnastic background a plus.
Again, they are the Charlie's Angels of the new millennium.
-Huck
http://erynbrooke.actorsite.com/
http://www.babewarehouse.com/casting_calls.htm
http://www.screenplayers.net/links.html
http://www.modelsmodeling.com/portfolios/latinmodelingcenter/default.asp
http://www.modelsmodeling.com/search.asp
http://www.txis.com/~darryl/photos/Portfolio/DallasNight/dallasnight.htm

From: Breanna Jarvis
To: Alan Chan
Sent: 6/17/2002 9:57 AM
Subject: here's what i know about guns
Dear Alan,
I am including some of my latest emails with the gun guy
just to ensure that he has everything you need. Maybe I'll get my
headshot to you if you are nice. I may be too hot to look at. You are
just going to burn up and blow away.
by the way... i did start turning blue.
I also don't think that those dates will be anymore busy or less busy
for us. You can never tell. I don't see July as being a problem. I will
at least clear my schedule for all 4 days, even if they don't, but they
will. I will work twice as hard as needed to get whatever either you or
Jeff need to get done for 12 HW and Wild horse work. I don't forsee July
as a prob, I would like to keep momentum up. I also think that we have
enough pool of talent to cast this twice with different chicks! write me
back. I don't know if this guns guys last couple of email will help or
not. but here they are. I also figured out the Xdrive. There's really
nothing to figure out. It's just basic file sharing. talkto you soon.
bre
---------------------------------------------------------Ms. Jarvis,

I do have an MP-5 dummy gun with a removable magazine. I have a laser sight I can put
on it. Let me see what I can do this week about more prop guns.
I have a box full of prop pistols, I could strap a handgun on all twelve principal actresses
at the same time. I have a 5 gallon bucket full of knives of all kinds. I have swords and
spears too. I even have one of the little pistol size crossbows.
Do any of these guns have to actually be fired with blanks by actors or extras on camera?
If they do, you will need a good liability insurance policy and that is also expensive.
Having crew and actors signing a release or waver may not hold up in court if someone
gets hurt. That is why if you can, the best way to go is with dummy weapons and let the
post production people put in the sound.
If you want to give the impression that one of the women is firing a weapon you frame a
close shot of them sighting the weapon with the muzzle out of frame and one of us will
shove the muzzle back and fourth while they hold on and act like they are firing. You lay
the sound of gunfire on the post production track. It is simple, effective, safe, and cheap.
Probably have a high jiggle factor on the actress as well.
The cheapest way out for showing a gun fired on film is for me to fire a pistol, M16, AK47, FN-FAL or Assault Shotgun for the cameras. Then you frame the shot so that you just
see the barrel, muzzle and flash. You don't have to insure me to fire my own guns.
Why I'll even let you do my fingernails in case a hand shows.
Toby Thomas
Hardware of the Old West
----------------------------------------------------------------Ms. Jarvis
I will be in Orlando, Florida from Sunday June 23 until late Friday June 28.
Anytime before or after that is OK with me.
I do have a large assortment of prop guns to show you now, H&K G3 rifles, MP-5
submachine guns, M-16 and a new British LAR1 which looks like something out of Star
Wars. If we started shooting today I could outfit nine characters with assault guns,
twelve characters with modern semi-auto handguns, and two characters with shoulder
fired rocket launchers. All of them are first class prop weapons, not a real gun in the
bunch.
AND the very special surprise, I obtained a gas operated Ingram MAC-11
submachine pistol that can be fired what looks like full automatic for the cameras. You
fill a cylinder hidden in the magazine with CO2 and it uses the pressure to operate the
recoil of the bolt. It will operate in semi-auto or full automatic. It looks just fantastic.
Only about one person in a thousand would realize that there are no empty hulls being
thrown out as it fires. It is SAFE SAFE SAFE. Even a little kid could shoot it.

I have called in all the favors I had and I am still gathering up more prop guns from
people. One guy has a Thompson that he said I could have. I can get some more MP-5s or
G3s pretty quickly.
I'll be around here all week. Keep in touch,
Toby Thomas
Hardware of the Old West

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: Get the Evian spray bottles ready
Sat, 22 Jun 2002 21:31:38 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

> Breanna Jarvis wrote:
>
> > alan,
> > Yeah... I was hoping you wouldn't find out about the Most Humid Cities in America
list. We're definitely going to need to dress cool. We'll definetly need the spray bottles
too. It gets pretty hot, but it's not as bad as you may think. We are going to have the best
time. And this movie is going to be so good!
>>
> > Breanna
>
>Alan Chan wrote:
>
> We were expecting this though :) The spray bottles are not just to cool off,
they are actually part of the toolset that the Playboy guys use to get "the
look". We should also probably schedule the exteriors for morning shoots as much
as possible - I've got a plan started, we can hash it
> out sometime Sunday if you have time.
>
> You bet this movie is going to rock!
You have a plan that you want to hash out tomorrow or next Sunday? I agree that
our ext need to be as early as possible. I can always find time to talk 12 HW.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: Alan Chan HD inquiry
Thu, 27 Jun 2002 07:56:15 -0700
Alan Chan
Marc

Hey Marc,
Here's what I need, in order of preference.
HDW-F900
Fujinon 10x5
2 batteries
1 battery charger
Matte box
Filters (gold diffusion, promist, anything that makes women look good - figure
maybe 5 filters total - do I need more ND filters or is the oncamera ND filter
usually more than enough?)
Tripod (cheapest you have is fine - mostly will be handheld)
I am torn between an onboard monitor and a 9"monitor. It seems to me that an
onboard monitor would make for faster setups and getting around. I'll call you
in a minute to talk about this.
Alternately, if this package is too much, I am okay with using a Panasonic,
but Sony would be my first choice.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: hey you
Thu, 27 Jun 2002 16:05:31 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

On Thu, 27 Jun 2002 16:09:58 -0400, Alan Chan wrote:
> I'm at my desk now but the work email seems to be down.
> Email me here if you need something, or call the cell.
>
> Can you also resend Jason's phone number for the other guy
> with the Hdcam? Thanks a bunch!

>
> AC
Alan,
Here’s the number.
Bryan Mayo – MP&E 972-931-3880 (office)
He is a great guy. Please let me know what happens! CALL HIM! CALL HIM! CALL
HIM! :) I am so excited about you coming this weekend.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: hey you
Thu, 27 Jun 2002 16:35:46 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

Here I am again holding my breath, turning blue. I hope bryan works out for us.
I won't be near my computer for the next several hours, but if something great
happens, please call and tell me please. I will be dying to know. If I don't
answer, leave me a message. :) You're the best. Good Luck.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

24P HD Project in Dallas
Thu, 27 Jun 2002 17:58:08 -0500
"MP&E-Bryan Mayo" <Bryan Mayo, MP&E>
Alan Chan

Hello Allan,
Thanks again for the call. We hope we can provide you with the 24P HD equipment
for your shoot in Dallas.
Here’s the insurance info you asked for.
Roeder & Moon
10801 Garland Rd.
Dallas, TX 75218
Attn: Jeff Evans
214-324-3700 (O)
800-580-3545 (O)
214-328-1906 (F)
Thanks again and have fun at the HD EXPO.
Bryan.

Bryan Mayo
MP&E
972-931-3880 (O)
972-931-3882 (F)
972-896-3434 (C)
Bryan Mayo, MP&E
http://www.mayovideo.com

From: Alan Chan
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2002 12:05 PM
To: Breanna Jarvis; Andy Lesniak; Dan Katzenberger
Subject:shooting itinerary
Alright boys n girls, here's the current itinerary for the
shoot, 18th through the 21st of July.
Dan - I will be looking at airline tickets today, maybe
you can do the same for your end. I'll also look for
hotels nearby, so hold off on that and let's sync up
before locking hotels down. Once we see our flight
schedules, we can plan on the rental car.
Andy - check with Brian on lights and sound. Also get as

much info on the Panasonic camera as you can.
AC
-------July (date TBD)
-------------------setup meeting Andy with Birns&Sawyer - re hands-on session
with Panasonic
Thursday July 18
--------------------Andy/Alan fly in AM
Andy/Alan get rental car, check in to hotel
Pool sequence blocking/rehearsals afternoon
Prep meetings
Friday July 19
----------------6am Camera pickup
7am Pool cast call - makeup etc
9am start shooting

Saturday July 20
-------------------More shooting

Sunday July 21

-----------------Andy/Alan checkout hotel
More Shooting
Wrap 5pm Sunday
cleanup, etc
return camera
Late PM Andy/Alan return flight LA

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: shooting times
Tue, 2 Jul 2002 11:59:47 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Andy Lesniak, Alan Chan

Shooting times:
Friday
Call time 8am, assume we start shooting at 9am. Assume we can get through all the pool
stuff by 1pm, if we rehearse on Thursday night. Lunch, then head down to
lake/ocean/pond. Shoot two jetski shots. Finish by 3pmish? We might want to schedule
some pickup shots for afternoon, maybe shoot until 6pm or 7pm at the Republic location.
Saturday
We have 13 shots in the desert. Assume we start 8am, wrap desert by 1ish. Take time off
for lunch, regroup at Republic or wherever we are shooting the ext warehouse shots. We
have 10 shots here, assume an hour for travel and setup, start shooting again by 3pm.
Shoot until 7ish?
Sunday
Call time 7am, since we have to wrap early. Shoot shoot shoot.. break for lunch, wrap at
3pm (4pm max)..

Subject:
Date:

Friday pool shoot
Wed, 3 Jul 2002 07:19:15 -0700

From:
To:

Chan, Alan
Breanna Jarvis, Andy Lesniak, Dan Katzenberger

Hey guys n gals,
Here's what I'm thinking I want to do Friday, at the pool shoot. Bree, lemme know if this
sounds logistically ok, since it involves all 12 girls and we only originally planned for
two.
I'd like to shoot the pool sequence as originally planned, but instead of only having the
two pool babes present, I'd like to get all the girls in for a publicity shoot - have all 12 of
them in bikinis, and we can spend 15-20 mins after the main shoot to do publicity stills.
Maybe a straight up glamour shot of all of them, and then one of them all with pistols or
something. In addition, as we're shooting our main sequence, Dan can be off to the side
shooting the other girls one-on-one (or two-on-two, ooo) since the location is rad. That
way we get a bunch of publicity stills of each girl, the girls get more headshots if things
come out good, and we have a great publicity still of all 12 hot women in bikinis! (I'm so
brilliant)
Downside is that there will be 12 women at the pool area instead of two (I don't know
what you discussed with the lady in charge of the location) and 12 women will overload
makeup, unless they can come already done up and manage their own makeup for the
photo shoot.
We'll still do the photo shoot on Saturday as well when all 12 women are present, but this
way allows us to get them in bikinis as opposed to just hotwear. What do you think?
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

replies...
Fri, 5 Jul 2002 13:11:02 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

Dear Alan,
A) INSURANCE
I think that if you send me a check ASAP, and I can go pay
it and get whatever paperwork they will give me. That is the
best option because I cannot wait to get that paperwork for
the locations.

B) AUDITIONS
HBL: I am ok with Claudia or Rebecca. I really want to
wait til Monday to make that big descion. I have someone else
coming in that I think will be better. Jason and Jeff think
she'll be geat as leader, too. I will get you a pic sent over.
HB1: Farah!!
HB2: Mara!! (unless Amy Joe)
HB3: Brandy Little !!
HB4: Diedre !!
HB5: Rebecca Beazley !!
HB6: waiting...
HB7: Cortney Bailey !!
HB8: Becky (possibly) waiting...
HB9: Niki (can find better) waiting...
HB10: waiting...
HB11: waiting...(Eryn Brooke)
HB12: Laurie Walton !!
We plan on finishing auditions around 10:30 or 11:00. We will
definelty call you and talk about everything!! No decisions
without speaking to you first. Also thank you for the list of
things you want covered. I definitely don't want to leave
anything out. Things will go smooth! I agree about the stand-by
chicks. We should have someone available, if needed. We gotta
have all bases covered.
C) Republic Building
I need to get a shooting schedule over to Cris. So that she
can ensure that security will be there, plus she would like to
be there also. I told her I would get her something by Monday.
Can you get me that shot-by-shot track that you wanted to
discuss Monday any sooner? I can give her generalized times. I
would love to get her something more specific. Just let me
know. If needed, I can give her something general to hold her
over.
D) HEADSHOTS
I will see what I can do to get Jeff or Jason to scan those
headshots for you ASAP. I'll let you know.
Talk to you soon!
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12HW homework assignment
Sat, 06 Jul 2002 10:29:23 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Andy Lesniak, Dan Katzenberger

So I just happened to watch Terminator 2 again, and I want to have
everyone watch it as well for some kickass badass Linda Hamilton
references :) Bree - for Monday, pls mention to our girls to see if they
can rent a copy to watch - esp the way Linda Hamilton handles herself as
a badass. Not everyone of our girls should act like that, of course, but
I bet you can guess which ones should have that attitude. Also, have
Toby take a look. I'd like to get some belt straps with accessories like
what she wears. We have to keep it to a minimum, however, cos our shoot
needs i) midriff ii) shoulders iii) boobs. But we should accessorize
them where we can with badass accessories.
Andy - one scene in particular, when Linda is at Enrique's compound in
Mexico, carving words into the table. Nice golden hour look. Want to
duplicate that for some shots. CTO key and a little blue backfill.
Dan - your job is to get head and bodyshots that look as good as this.
That is all for now! :)
AC
Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

FW: Re: FW: 12HW homework assignment
Mon, 8 Jul 2002 06:58:10 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

-----------------------------------------------On Sun, 7 Jul 2002 19:15:06 EDT, Toby Thomas wrote:
Ms. J,
We just finished up eight Colt 45 automatic pistols that are solid cast epoxy. They
have all been painted and are ready to go. They can be dropped, thrown, pitched in the
water, run over with a car, whatever is needed.
I checked the laser sights I had and put new batteries in them so they are ready to go.

I rounded up a half dozen very large and odd looking fighting knives, all different. I
found several very strange looking star wars/MIB hand weapons, some remote controls,
and some spygear stuff.
I am waiting to receive a 3" tube to complete the second stinger launcher. I should
have it ready by next weekend.
I will watch T2 again and take a look at LindaHamilton. We have all kinds of belts
and straps and holsters. What we do not have, we can make, if we have the time. I will
need to meet with your costume person and figure out what we can rig that will look
good and that will allow the girls to still move like they need to for the scenes. We will
need to take time before the shoot to fit the actresses with their gunbelts and holsters
and a little time for some basic weapon training.
I expect that I will have to work with the actresses for each scene to keep it looking
real. I do not expect any of your principals to have had any police or military weapons
training. If they do that will be great.
Please keep me informed of your schedule for the shoot as I need to arrange to be off
from Lockheed as far in advance as I can.
later,
Toby T.

From: Breanna Jarvis
To: Alan Chan
Sent: 7/8/2002 11:51 AM
Subject:Casting 12 Hot Women
Alan,
We got it set. I will do what I can to get you headshots ASAP!! I promise. Here is the
cast.
HBL: Tiffany Bolton
HB1: Farah White
HB2: Courtney Bailey
HB3: Diedre Cannon
HB4: Brandy Little
HB5: Rebecca Beazley
HB6: Laurie Walton
HB7: Mara Flanagan
HB8: Shawn Kurtz
HB9: Claudia Barcelo
HB10: Scarlet Garcia
HB11: Eryn Brooke

HB12: Lee Ann Locken
You are going to be totally happy with these girls cast in these parts.
Promise! I am even more excited now that the girls are excited about the
project. This is going to be great!!
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

congratulations ladies
Mon, 8 Jul 2002 18:59:24 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

Hi Girls!
I just wanted to tell you all Congratulations! I am very
excited to be working with each of you on this film. This is
going to be a great shoot! And thanks to all of you, it has
the potential to do more than we origianlly thought. Alan is
really excited to meet the actresses he didn't get a chance to
meet today. He says hello from LA. While I am thinking about
it, will each of you send me your headshots to my email
(except Eryn, Rebecca and LeeAnne)? It makes it easier to
upload your headshots and save them, plus I need to forward
all headshots to Alan's email. Thanks.
Here is the cast:
HBL: Leader: Tiffany Bolton
HB1: Experinced Agent, knowledgeable, tough : Farah White
HB2: Rookie Agent, finally kicks terrorists ass at end:
Courtney Bailey
HB3: Jaccuzzi girl, fight scene in bikini by pool: Deidre
Cannon
HB4: Jaccuzzi girl, same, tough, pulls gun from bikini: Brandi
Little
HB5: Tomb Raider Chick: cool kicking scene: Rebecca Beazley
HB6: Indian shiva move: does matrix like kicks: Laurie Walton
HB7: Airhead, "nice bazzooka" line, Caroline Blackwell
HB8: Jeep passenger, tough and friendly: Shawn Kurtz
HB9: Jeep driver, tough and friendly: Claudia Barcelo

HB10: Jet ski driver, "I've got two of them line", ditzy, Eryn
Brooke
HB11: Jet ski rider, mean: Scarlet Garcia
HB12: Bad ass, evil eyes, scary Aussie chick. She will kick
your ass over and over again, but still be sexy: Lee Anne
Locken
I will get everyone set call times very soon. Here is a rough
schedule by day.
THURSDAY: JULY 18 :
Publicity photo shoot in bikinis on roof top downtown Dallas.
Also gun handling training and blocking of fight scenes.
ALL GIRLS
FRIDAY: JULY 19 :
(pool and jet ski scenes, PLUS OTHERS)
HBL, HB1, HB2, HB3, HB4, HB5, HB10, HB11
SATURDAY: JULY 20 :
(jeep scene, all girls in desert with guns, PLUS MORE)
ALL GIRLS
SUNDAY: JULY 21 :
(office builing and classroom scenes, PLUS MORE)
HBL, HB1, HB2, HB5, HB6, HB7, HB8
I also want to note that Alan would like all of you to watch
Termintor 2 again please. Note Linda Hamilton's demeanor and
notice how she carries herself and her weapons. This should
help with some insight to the seriousness of these characters.
I will be sending an email soon, with wardrobe ideas for each
character. Also, if anyone knows make-up people wiling to work
for free, Janet needs help on Thurs and Sat doing make-up for
all girls. I am sure we can cover cost of materails used.
Please have them email me ASAP if so. I would like to get
together before Thursday, July 18 and talk about wardrobe. If
everyone could bring some bikinis (especially LeeAnne) and
some wardrobe ideas (Eryn), we can get wardobe worked out
among us. Plus our wardrobe coordinator can be there too, for
input, and to fit you for holsters and guns. I was thinking
about Monday, July 15, possibly in the evening. Let me know
what you think about that, when you send me your headshot.
I am here for questions if you need anything. Please call if

you need me. My phone numbers are at the bottom for your
convience. Again, I look forward to working with each of you.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: You'll LOVE this!
Mon, 8 Jul 2002 20:12:07 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

> >On Mon, 08 Jul 2002 20:45:45 -0400, Alan Chan wrote:
>>
> >> Chris and I are brainstorming the plotline behind the "no
> >> plot" actual movie for 12 Hot Women - and damn is it
> >> funny! :) I'm cracking up just trying to write this.
> >>
> >> I'll tell you about it when I'm down - don't wanna spoil
> >> it until then :)
> >>
> >> AC
> >>
> On Mon, 8 Jul 2002 19:53:31 -0500
> Breanna Jarvis wrote:
> >I cannot wait! But I won't hold my breath this time...
> >enough with the turning blue.
>>
> > Breanna Jarvis
>
>On Mon, 08 Jul 2002 21:03:12 -0400, Alan Chan wrote:
>
> You'll turn blue from laughing when I tell you! Oh man, I
> know I gotta prep for the shoot, but tonight I just GOTTA
> flesh out the idea :)
>
> AC
Sounds good. I cannot wait to hear the NO PLOT storyline. I
cannot wait to laugh my ass off!
While I am thinking about it. I need some contract thingy for
the girls like you and Jeff have mentioned. His brother had a
baby and he went to Austin for a couple of days. It would be
much easier if you could have a friend whip sometihng up. If

not, let me know. I can handle it.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12HW Howdy
Tue, 09 Jul 2002 09:24:09 -0400
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis

Hey Everyone,
Your unbelievably nice LA director here. Wanted to drop a
note to say you're all awesome and thanks for
participating. Breanna has done a bang-up job getting us
some kickass locations to shoot in, we're going to have a
lot of fun shooting :)
Some of you have met me (albeit under the glare of stage
lights) and some haven't. This is my email, feel free to
ask questions if you have any. Otherwise, until we shoot,
the ever-capable Bre will be sure to get together with you
to get things ready for next week.
Some more references for you to look at: Linda Hamilton in
T2 is a good reference, but the pattern that we will most
closely match (of course) is Charlie's Angels. Slick
production, hot women, no story. Also Tomb Raider (watch
the way Lara carries herself) and for government secret
agency references, see the headquarters section in Jim
Cameron's True Lies. Charlton Heston is actually a good
reference for leader type stuff, even though he's far from
female.
Over the course of this week, please let Bre or I know if
it's okay to let the other girls have your email. I'd like
to build a private mailing list, just all of you, me and
Breanna, so that we can keep in touch through prepro,
shooting, and most importantly, once we wrap the project
and start the tough part of PR and festivals. Fate
willing, we can turn this into a cult phenomenon and give
everyone involved added exposure, but in order to do this
we all need to keep in touch. Let me know if this presents

a problem to you.
Otherwise, hang in there until next week! I look forward
to meeting all of you in person as part of my supersecret
covert agency. :)
Alan

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: lists
Tue, 09 Jul 2002 12:57:53 -0400
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis

Hey babe,
i) POWER. If none of the locations have power, we'll need
to make sure we have a generator. The pool may not be so
critical, so it'll be outdoor lighting with reflectors,
but the Republic will definitely require power. It's
possible though - check with Cris - that we can run a
power feed from like an outlet in the hallway or
something. Either way (wall outlet or generator) is fine.
Just note that we may have issues if the generator is
loud, but we can deal with that as it happens.
ii) HEADSHOTS. Just saw Scarlet and Shawn's pic. Nice!!
Have copied and uploaded them to xdrive. Caroline's pic
doesn't seem to be online tho - is that the girl that went
to KD with you guys?
iii) SOUND. I guess we'll talk after you talk to him on
Thurs. Main thing is just to make sure (i) he will be
there with the gear and (ii) his mixer output is XLR and
he has an XLR cable to plug it into the camera.
iv) RELEASES. I will look for a template for the releases,
but if you can beat me to one, that works too.
v) BRYAN. Sounds good - I will wait to check on equipment
until later this week then.

vi) WARDROBE. The babedescription file on xdrive actually
has a wardrobe description built into it. Check that out
and match as best you can - I understand that since we're
doing it for no money we may have to compromise. If you
have a digital camera shooting some stills and emailing to
me would be cool too.
vii) TERRORISTS. I was actually thinking the other day
they should look fairly muscular and fit, not that we'll
see them much. Maybe have one in a trenchcoat if we have
one - if not, maybe outfit them in vests and have Toby add
gunbelts and accessories to them.
viii) EXTENSION CABLES ETC. Very cool! Regular box fans
like the kind you get at Walmart is probably fine. We just
want to recreate that look when the girls stand under the
ventilation at the improv, remember?
ix) BOOB SCANNER. You are more than welcome to pick it up
because you ROCK! But, if it's next Tues or Wed you may be
super busy finishing last minute prep (because you ROCK so
much!) that it might make sense to send somebody else. We
can play it by ear.

Note: This Email follows a frantic call from Breanna – a scheduling complication arises,
precluding us from shooting at the Republic Building, which made up almost 1/3 of our
locations..

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: hang in there :)
Thu, 11 Jul 2002 16:22:04 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

On Thu, 11 Jul 2002 17:14:49 -0400, Alan Chan wrote:
> Hey babe,
>
> This is your first big test as badass producer :) I know
> you can pull it off cos you ROCK! So stay calm, call the
> TX Film Commission, call your mom, call Jeff and call

> Toby.
>
> Included is a revised breakdown of locations. At the
> bottom are two reset columns, indicating all the shots
> that we need to re-find locations for. The first column
> with all the one-shots of the girls I can shoot either in
> the desert, at your farm or Toby's farm without a problem.
> The second set is the office, conference room and atrium.
>
> See? Not such a big problem now, is it? :)
>
> Now say I am BADASS, and I will KICK ASS!
>
> AC
I AM A BADASS AND I WILL KICK YOUR ASSS!!!!!!!!!
I AM A BADASS AND I WILL KICK YOUR ASSS!!!!!!!!!
I AM A BADASS AND I WILL KICK YOUR ASSS!!!!!!!!!
I AM A BADASS AND I WILL KICK YOUR ASSS!!!!!!!!!
ok much better. I am a bad ass becaue I already called the
film comm, my mom, toby and jeff. See... pretty badass.
You rock. This is not going to be that a big deal. I will work
it out fine. I am mostly disappointed that we lost the cool
rooftops and the rocket. :( But otherwise I am fine with
everything else. This is still going to be a FUN and wonderful
movie to be part of. I am not to worried about it. I have
actually resumed breathing.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

New scheduling breakdown: v7
Mon, 15 Jul 2002 22:22:53 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis

Hey babe,
I rearranged some of the shoot stuff, to contain all the stuff with tiffany to saturday,
just in case. Call me before you make the schedule, and let me know if this works or if

we need to change it back.
Thursday - Photo shoot. Where? Your parents' farm?
Friday - Morning - Pool.
- Afternoon - Lake, where we will also shoot all the oneshot cutaways.
Saturday - Morning - Desert
- Afternoon - Americorp, where we shoot the office, classroom and atrium shots.
- (Evening/Night - Do we want to pack another block of shots here? I'm thinking
if we shoot late we can get Laurie's dressing up sequence - see below.)
Sunday - Morning - Americorp, boob scan sequence
- Late Morning - Laurie's dressing up sequence. Location? (maybe we can shift to
Sat night, depending on location)
Gimme a call, I'm usually up early.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
CC:

release
Tue, 16 Jul 2002 10:41:14 -0400
Alan Chan
Jeff Howard
Breanna Jarvis

Personal release form I found in the IFP FIlmmaker's
manual:
RELEASE
AUTHORIZATION TO REPRODUCE PHYSICAL LIKENESS
For good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which
from ___________ is acknowledged. I hereby expressly grant
to said ______________ and its employees, agents and
assigns, the right to photograph me and use my picture,
silhouette, and other reproductions of my physical
likeness (as the same may appear in any still camera
photograph and/or motion picture film), in and in
connection with the exhibition, theatrically, on
television or otherwise, of any motion pictures in which
the same may be used or incorporated, and also in the
advertising, exploiting and/or publicizing of any such

motion picture, but not limited to television motion
pictures. I further give said company the right to
reproduce in any manner whatsoever any recordation made by
said company of my voice and all instrumental, musical or
other sound effects produced by me.
I hereby certify and represent that I have read the
foregoing and fully understand the meaning and effects
thereof and, intending to be legally bound, I have
hereunto set my hand this __________ day of
_________,________.
WITNESS:

________________________

___________________________

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

________________________

RE: hmm
Wed, 17 Jul 2002 10:25:14 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

On Wed, 17 Jul 2002 11:01:10 -0400, "Alan Chan"
<Alan Chan> wrote:
> ..I'm slightly stressed for no apparent reason.
>
ditto...
:) I am working from the house this morning for a wihle. Call
if you need anything.
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:

tentative call time
Wed, 17 Jul 2002 11:06:40 -0500
Breanna Jarvis

To:

12HW Cast

Dear Cast and crew of 12 hot women,
I am working on finalizing some last minute locations. Also
keep in mind that crew times this early are tentative. Because
if it rains, locations will have to change to Plan B. Here is
what we are planning for now.
--------------------------------------------------------ThursCAST: bring bikini choice that we discussed last night, plus
some heels or something sexy to wear with them.
TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 4pm @ Wild Horse Office (address below)
Also bring change of clothes, for some combat training. It may
not be a bad idea to bring what you will be wearing on Sturday
morning for poster shoot. This way we can see all girls next
to each other and what they will wearing. So you may want to
plan on bringing those clothes.
CREW: will be contacted individually about this soon.
---------------------------------------------------------------Fridaycast:
Eryn Brooke and Hope Latimer - TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 7:30am @
Wild Horse office.
Courtney Bailey and Laurie Walton - TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 11 am
@ The Kirby Building (downtown 1509 Main Street @ Akard. Meet
at roof top pool.) Please wear your combat sexy gear, that you
will also be wearing Saturday morning. Courtney be sure and
wear sexy high heels with the pink top and the shorts.
Scarlet Garcia and Gwendolyn Murphy - TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 2
pm @ Wild Horse office. Wear your bikini for the jet ski
scenes. Scarlet wear the green one. Gwendolyn in red. Shoes
are not necessary because you will be in the water.
Laurie Walton- TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 6pm @ Wild Horse office.
Cat suit stuff.
Crew: TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 7:30 am @ Wild Horse offices.
-------------------------------------------------------------SaturdayCast: All cast members TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 7am @ Wild Horse
offices. Wear your tough combat clothes. You will be fitted

with guns and holsters for the poster shoot and for the
running action scene at camera.
Crew: TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 7 am @ Wild Horse offices.
-------------------------------------------------------------SundayCast: Brandi Little and Courtney Bailey - TENTATIVE CALL TIME:
8am @ Wild Horse offices. Wear same clothes Brandy and Tiffany
wear the business suit with the boots and fishnets.
Tiffany Bolton - TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 11am @ Wild Horse
offices. Wear the sexy suit, with black fishnets preferably.
Caroline Blackwell, Shawn Kurtz, Rebecca Beazley and Gwendolyn
Murphy - TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 12 noon @ Wild Horse offices.
Crew- TENTATIVE CALL TIME: 8 am @ Wild Horse offices.
I hope this helps a little. I have more details coming. I am
getting you some information now to keep you on the same page.
Email or call if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
CC:

Following up on camera for shoot 7/19-7/21
Wed, 17 Jul 2002 17:00:54 -0400
Alan Chan
Bryan Mayo, MP&E
Breanna Jarvis

Hi Bryan,
Wanted to let you know that I also need to see if I can
get the following items from you. I understand this will
be an extra cost above and beyond the package we agreed to.
Lowell Ambi Kit with Chimera
(these are standard 110 outlet lights, right?)
Filters:
I need a Polarizer, two or three NDs, and one or two

Promist Diffusion filters - what do you recommend?
Gels:
I also probably need some CTOs and CTBs. What do you have
or recommend?
We'll also need to pick up the camera Friday morning at
6am or so. Let me know if this is an issue. Also wanted to
check that you have all the liability insurance paperwork
you need.
Thanks!
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

shot tracker v7
Wed, 17 Jul 2002 16:58:53 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

check out what i tried to do... look it over.. see if that is
what you have in mind. I am still working on some of the
smaller details...
Breanna Jarvis
attachment: 12HW_breakdown_07.xls

***Principal Photography – Thursday July 18 through Sunday July 21***

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

It's a wrap!
Sun, 21 Jul 2002 21:14:14 -0500
Jeff Howard
Alan Chan

We had a great time shooting this movie! Thanks for coming

to Dallas and letting us produce it. Hope you had a safe trip
back to the cooler climate there in Long Beach. I'm sure your
family is glad to have you home. Anyway, I'm going to go crash
now. I'll talk to you as soon as I'm rested and can think
clearly. It was GREAT!
Jeff Howard

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Thank you!
Mon, 22 Jul 2002 08:24:21 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Toby Thomas,
Dan Katzenberger, Janet Harris

Hey everyone!
Arrived safely home last night - I would've emailed but I was just too
damned tired. Taking it easy today to spend time with the kids, but I
wanted to email you guys to say thank you.
Jeff - thanks for all the legalese and for being the bad guy when it
counted :)
Jason - thanks for cutting the tags off of all the swimsuits and
adjusting bikini straps as needed. I'm shooting another short called 12
Ugly Men, can I count on you to do the same?
Dan K - I'm going to start calling you dank from now on :) Thanks for
badass photos. We are going to be able to build one hell of a
promotional website because of you.
Toby - thanks for all the guns! One of these days I will return and go
flying in a Russian fighter jet, I promise.
Janet - thank you for making all the girls look hotter than hot - you
make the images Dan and I take look good without any effort! :)
And saving the most thanks for the lastBreanna - THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!
This project would ot exist if not for you. I keep thinking back to January
or February -when we were talking about Ark. We would have eventually

lost touch xcept for the fact that a few weeks later you sent an email that
said “Just wondering how things are going". You know, if you'd never sent
that email, all this would not exist. So thank you thank you thank you
again! Because of you, I have 12 Hot Women :)
AC
ps - check out http://www.12hotwomen.com/achan/sunset/Sunset-at-30K.mpg
- timelapse video outside my plane window.

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12HW Thank you!
Mon, 22 Jul 2002 08:24:39 -0700
Alan Chan
12HW Cast

Hey all you secret agents!
I'm back in LA now, wanted to email all of you to thank you for being part of this
production. You look great as a team, I couldn't have asked for a more kickass cast!
Thank you all for being troopers, especially in the desert heat and humidity. We have
amazing footage for such a low-budget production - I can't wait to start cutting.
I expect it will take a month or so to get an avid rough cut together, so bear with me - I
will keep you all informed of the progress. Dan is prepping to upload the pictures so you
all can see them. When he does, please try to keep them under wraps and check in with
Breanna if you need to show them to someone - we want to limit information getting out
for the moment so that we can be prepared to get the maximum impact down the road
when we put this out to the world.
I've enjoyed getting to know all of you personally as well - please keep in touch and call
me if you're out in LA visiting. And if no-one's mentioned it to you, I will
PERSONALLY make sure that every one of you gets a copy of this when we're done :)
AC
ps. Breanna and I were going to get all of you longstem red roses on Saturday, but in the
literal heat of production we kinda missed that target. As a poor substitute, here's some
red roses from us to you:

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Here's what we have and what we need:
Tue, 23 Jul 2002 19:24:17 -0400
Alan Chan
Andy Lesniak

We have 6 master tapes on DVC-ProHD format (which I am
told by every damn place around here that it's not a very
well supported format) that runs about 20 mins of footage
each. I would like to clone this onto one Sony HDcam tape.
Assuming we strip the 30 second bars&tone off of each of
the tapes except for the first tape, we are looking at
122:38 minutes of master footage, which should fit on the
124 minute HDcam tape. This will give us an HDcam master.
From here I need to make a dump to DV with timecode
burnin so I can edit at home. I need to check and see if
there is a way to convert the timecode to miniDV timecode,
and if I can't, go the painful route of having to assemble
the EDL manually after I'm done editing. I need to check
and see if Premiere 6.0 supports editing at 24fps, plus I
need to talk to you about HD onlining options (like
onlining at a post place vs. dumping the entire edit onto
an HD editing workstation and being able to do the small
tweaks and final CC myself) down the line that will affect
the choices I make now in my DV dump. I'll try and call
you tonight if you're free, or call me when you have some
time.

In either case, I need to do the HDcam clone ASAFP, since
the masters now exist only on one copy of the tape and
I'll feel better once I have a digital backup.. :)
AC

Subject:
Re: [LWD] Paging Eki Hallkakakakaa.. Paging
Mr.Halkakata..Eki,whitecourtesy phone please..
Date:
Mon, 29 Jul 2002 22:26:18 +0300
From:
Erkki Halkka
To:
Alan Chan
> The ones for the updated scenes are with bones, just
> checked it two minutes ago..
I'll have a look at 'em. Here's the render...
CU
-- Eki

Omegatest2b.jpg

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12HW Teaser
Mon, 29 Jul 2002 21:54:42 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, 12HW Cast & Crew

Hey everyone,
I promised to keep you all in the loop, so here it is! The work draft of the 12 Hot
Women poster!
Text color and texture is temp, and the empty blue sky in the center of frame will be
filled with something cool, of course. Please check your names for accuracy and
email me if I've spelled it wrong.
Please keep this under wraps for the moment - we are trying to limit any material
getting out until the edit is complete and we are ready to play the PR game. Thanks
for understanding!
Dan K is prepping the final online of the photos from the production, they should be
ready in the next day or two for you to check out - I'll let you know when they're up. If
things go as scheduled, I will be able to start editing this weekend while the FX crew
(one of whom is working from Finland) is working on the effects shots. I will keep you
appraised. As always, feel free to email or call if you have questions :)
AC

prelim_poster.jpg

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

post update
Mon, 05 Aug 2002 10:55:51 -0400
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Dan Katzenberger

It took me longer than I thought (mostly because I was
organizing the clips as I went), but all the 12HW footage
is now digitized on my editing machine, ready to cut.
There are 230 clips totaling 18.3 gigs representing all
two hours of footage that we shot. I'm trying to wrap up a
few other items first (like getting reference material to
the FX guy), so I'll probably get started actually cutting
middle to late this week, hopefully.
Dank - have some funny outtakes/ interesting behind the
scenes clips. Let me know if that test clip I uploaded to
you works, and if it does I can send the rest.
Jeff - need contract document for the FX guy. No hurry -

I'll just get a verbal agreement until you get back to
send the file - he's done stuff for me before and I trust
him.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

post update
Fri, 09 Aug 2002 11:28:32 -0400
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Dan Katzenberger

As I've mentioned, the clips are digitized into the edit
system. I've spent most of my time this week organizing
the data for editing, uploading clips to Dan for the
making of stuff, and preparing 3d geometry and data for
our FX guy. This morning I prepped the project file and am
planning to start editing first thing in the morning on
Saturday (like, 4:30am. Okay, maybe 5am). I figure I'll
start on a day where I can get a good 4 hour block of
editing in, instead of starting today where I can only cut
for an hour or two before heading to work.
Bre - call me sometime this weekend or early next week.
I'm thinking we should set some schedules and deadlines
for ourselves so that we don't put things off - I work
better with deadlines.
Dan - wanted to check and see how busy you are with your
actual paid work, and to ask if we set a deadline for the
making of clips, whether you think you'll be able to have
time to cut them.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: welcome to omega omega
Mon, 19 Aug 2002 00:46:49 +0300
Erkki Halkka <Eki Halkka>
Alan Chan

Alan Chan wrote:
> Okay man,
>
> in the 12hotwomen website, under the for eki directory, is a full res
> avi of the part of the edit with the atrium shot in it, for your
> reference. As you can see, it's a quick shot, so maybe we shouldn't
I have the passwords at work so i didn't have a look yet, but i've
worked on the scene a little (see the attachment). I'll put it rendering
full rez overnight - i've not broken it down to layers yet, it might not
be even necessary, depending on do the women's shadows cross over the
building ones (if not, the comp should be easy).
I lowered the camera angle a little, but i dunno if it's ok without
seeing the cuts ;-)
I'll try to get some sleep next, i'll be waiting for your comments...
CU
-- Eki

Test_081802.jpg

Subject:

Re: welcome to omega omega

Date:
From:
To:

Sun, 18 Aug 2002 21:02:09 -0700
Alan Chan
Erkki Halkka <Eki Halkka>

That ROCKS! Damn, you're amazing! :)
The password is 'badass' - account name is the same. If you can just remember 'badass'
you should be able to access the site from anywhere.
Notes on the render:
i) The logo is PERFECT!
ii) The sun on the right is PERFECT!
iii) That flat area just under the 2nd floor railing is PERFECT for some sort of text! Did I
send you the text that was supposed to go around the Omega logo? Maybe you can put it
up there! :)
iii) Camera angle is a little low now. I think if you put the camera above the 2nd floor
railings (somewhere around 1.5 times the height of the railing on the 2nd floor) you
should have the angle. Also, you can probably lose some of the headroom and see more
of the logo.
iv) I like that you tried to integrate the shot background into the atrium. It feels flat
though, so you might have to extrude it. Additionally, it's going to force a weird framing
of the characters, who will now be coming up dead center to meet the leader. How hard is
it to move the entire setpiece to like 1 or 2 o'clock? (assuming that it's at 12 o'clock now)?
That way the leader's walk will be at an angle (walking out from the setpiece towards 7
o'clock) where she can meet up with the other two. Does this make sense?
v) Ambient light is a little dark, but we should diffuse and adjust gamma in post instead.
Bitchin'!
You're close, man!
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

another badass
Sun, 18 Aug 2002 09:48:21 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Dan Katzenberger

Hey!
I'm deep in editing, should be done by next weekend. Bre, need to check with you on the
anti-flag music. I'd like to get some sort of preliminary answer before I finish the first cut,
if you can track these guys down, as to whether we can use the music or not, because I'm
pacing the edit to the cut (as we were in the boards) and it works great. Can you up the
priority on trying to get a hold of them? Thanks!
In the meantime, here's a few more badass jpegs to keep you company :)
Note to self: remember to thank the Playboy producer who told me I needed a fan.

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12HW edit
Thu, 22 Aug 2002 13:04:29 -0400
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Dan Katzenberger, Eki Halkka

Woohoo! Just a note to let you all know that as of this
morning we now have a first pass edit of 12 Hot Women.
Even though it is a first pass with actual footage, the
edit is actually pretty tight since we had a good edited
storyboard base going into it. Sound effects hold up,
although there are some dialogue tracks that are only on
one channel, which is a little distracting but easily
fixed in the audio post down the road.
I'm going to take it easy today, and tomorrow start making
a list of effects shots so that I can break down the work
between me and Eki. Will dump this cut to VHS tonight and
send it out tomorrow for you fine Dallas folks.
Dan, do you want a tape or an avi? (And I received your
CDs yesterday, thanks!)
Eki, I guess for you I'm just going to compress an mpeg or
avi and post it for ya, it beats that five-day mailing
period thing. Any preferred compression codecs? And BTW,
the Omega Omega atrium cuts in very nicely :)
Bre - let's talk today or tomorrow about music.
Jeff - let's talk too! marketing/web stuff!

Jason - what the hell, we can talk about hot women.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Timeline
Sat, 24 Aug 2002 14:02:19 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Dan Katzenberger, Eki Halkka

Here are some notes I made this morning - things I have to do and,
especially for you guys, the timeline below all that..
---------------------12HW Todo
--------Tweak edit - repl shots as needed.
Temp FX - steam on jacuzzi shots
Temp - CG crash test dummy
Talk to Chris - set up music ASAP
Talk to Jonathan - Dolby 5.1 plugin
Web Page setup start ASAP
Prep web page materials
Talk to Dan re: making of
3D Data Acquisition: Huey model
3D Data Acquisition: Geometry for HQ model
3D Data Acquisition: Geometry basis for crash test dummy
3D Data Acquisition: Geometry/Setup for water bubbles
Stock Footage Needed: Explosion over black, HD res
Start Paint Fix on scanner unit img
Acquisition Sunrise seq HW01 for HD res
Tweak poster

Timeline
-------Edit Tweaks: 8/24-8/31
Dir Interview shoot for making of: 8/31
Legal Check 8/24-9/7
TC Logging/Burnin setup:9/1-9/6
Picture Lock 9/7
HD Plates online 9/14
Music Temp Delivery 9/14
FX/HD Online 9/14-10/15
Audio Post 9/14-10/15
Music Final Delivery: 10/1
FinalCC/last minute changes: 10/15-10/22
Data Burn 10/22-10/25
HD Online 10/25-10/31
Final HD Master 11/1
Marketing Issues
---------------Festivals/SelfPromotion Issues
Discuss eventual main target of project
Main target defines marketing focus
Availability of trailer on web page/ifilm?
Availability of trailer at all until after festival circuit?
Web Page Should Have
-------------------Individual Pages for all the girls
Forums for public messages
Making of pages
Main page with link to trailer
Link to stuff to buy page
Link to donate to movie page

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

FX todo list
Sat, 24 Aug 2002 14:04:19 -0700
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Dan Katzenberger, Eki Halkka

Here's a list of FX work pending. This list is mainly important to just
Eki and me. Most of the stuff is fairly basic stuff, like titles etc,

and things we can't start on until we get the HD plates, like
colorcorrects and stuff anyways.
------------------HW00 - Titles MPAA
HW01 - Levels and CC. Possible replace shot
HW08 - Track laser line, reddish frame at end of shot
HW09 - CG Helicopter. Find BG plate from Dan's stash
HW10 - CG smoke add over BG plate
HW13 - Composite gunfire
HW14 - Composite gunfire
HW15 - Find stock footage explosion
HW16 - Titles "12 HOT WOMEN"
HW17 - Powerwindow Tiffany - raise shadows
HW19 - CG Headquarters. Composite agents into shot. Flip horizontal.
HW20 - Paint fix on digital still.
HW22 - Paint fixes, remove gaffer tape, fixes on scanner unit.
HW23 - CG scan sequence
HW24 - Composite agents over CG door opening.
HW26 - CG Agents and HBL over CG atrium
HW31 - speed change
HW32 - paint fix boom mic shadow 6 frames
HW41 - CG bubbles or stock footage
HW42 - sweeten w/CG steam and vignetteing effect
HW45 - paint fix sun flare, composite gunshot into frame
HW46 - CG gunsmoke
HW47 - Titles (testimonials)
HW48 - Titles (testimonials)
HW50 - Titles (testimonials)
HW52 - Titles (testimonials)
HW54 - Titles (testimonials)
HW55 - Skip print postprocess for raw imagery
HW57 - jiggle enhance? May replace with different take
HW61 - postmove on shot
HW62 - paint fix sun flare
HW63 - Titles animation
HW65 - CG crash test dummy
HW66 - CG crash test dummy exploding
HW67 - Find stock footage explosion
HW68 - postmove shot, add Titles
HW69 - Titles (Trailer Credits)

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12hw status
Tue, 03 Sep 2002 16:35:23 -0400
Alan Chan
Breanna Jarvis, Jeff Howard, Jason Bagley, Dan Katzenberger, Eki Halkka

Happy Tuesday!
Here's where things are currently:
Edit v53 is now online. The latest version has an adjusted
water bubbles (hw41) transition between falling in the
pool and the jacuzzi scene and actual gunfire elements
have replaced the white flashes on hw13,hw14 and hw45.
Eki is close to wrapping up hw26, the CG atrium shot, and
I've started on the helicopter for hw09 as well as set up
the scenes for the crash test dummy shots hw65 & hw66.
About to plunk more money down to purchase HD stock
footage of an explosion for the edit. Also awaiting music
from Steve & Chris to drop in, as well as the list of
notes/changes on the edit from Spirit 10.
Dan is away on a nationwide LandRover trek for two weeks,
so I'm going to take a stab at setting up an email server.
Jeff, can you set up an email account for, say,
12hwprod@spirit10.com and email me the server info and
password and stuff? I'm going to try out a program tonight
that, if it works, will make it easier for all of us to
send out status notes and keep in touch.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

12hwprod: testink testink testink
Tue, 03 Sep 2002 20:21:19 -0700
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

first email through the mail server testink testink testink

Subject:
12hwprod: titillating
Date:
Sun, 08 Sep 2002 09:18:47 -0700
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List

scan.jpeg

Subject:
[12hwprod] - locking picture...
Date:
Thu, 12 Sep 2002 20:36:23 -0400
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
...ooo wait, don't wanna jinx it with friday the 13th! :)
11:59pm tonight, Thursday September 12.
Yeah, dammit.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:

[12hwprod] - Think about this over the weekend
Sat, 14 Sep 2002 15:33:17 -0400
Alan Chan

Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Okay, here's some food for thought. Don't reply right
away, but take some time over the weekend and think about
what we should do.
For the web page:
------------I am starting to make a list of things we want on the web
page. Things like girls bios, pics, pic of the day, etc
etc. Make a list of what you think should absolutely be on
the web page, and email it Monday so I can combine it all
together. I'm meeting with someone next week who will be
setting up a web page 'template' for me - a preliminary
website that we can test and bang on and see what we want
to tweak etc.
For the making of videos:
-----------------I'm thinking we should do several three-to-five minutes
since they are easier to download and watch, and you can
watch one and pick up the others later if you're short on
time, etc.
With this in mind, I think the best way to do that would
be to structure each clip as an interview - sort of like
each person's take on the shoot/project. Breanna's
interview is a good example - funny and fits in with the
mood of the short, AND it creates an alternate parody
universe by making fun of itself. In order to make this
work, however, it has to be all or nothing. Everyone's
interview clip has to be a parody, or everyone's interview
clip has to be straight. A mix of either would destroy the
illusion.
I think I can rework my interview script to fit within
that criteria, but in order to make this work, we also
need to figure out what Jeff and Jason's interview is
going to be about. Maybe we should even fit an interview
for Dan in there as well - as a famous Playboy
photographer or something. Swim these ideas around in your

head this weekend and see what we can come up with so we
can plan out the interviews. Let's discuss this again
further on Monday.
That's it for now - gotta get back to kicking out shots
for that small Peter Jackson movie I'm working on..
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - What the edit looks like on paper
Date:
Sun, 15 Sep 2002 05:56:38 -0700
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
:)

12HW_Edit_58
*LOCKED CUT*
HD Clips List

Shot
Designation

DV Clip Name

TC In

TC Out

HW00

HW00.tif

-

-

HW01

090621.avi

HW02

hw02-30243170001.avi

3:02:44:24 3:02:50:20

5:27

HW03

hw03-30509090001.avi

3:05:11:21 3:05:14:08

2:18

HW03A

hw05-31115160001.avi

3:11:16:28 3:11:18:21

1:24

HW04

hw04-30705160001.avi

3:07:08:10 3:07:12:08

varied

HW05

hw05-31115160001.avi

3:11:18:20 3:11:20:14

1:25

HW06

hw06-31513110001.avi

3:15:24:19 3:15:27:05

2:17

HW06A

hw05-31006130001.avi

3:10:08:13 3:10:10:26

2:14

HW07

hw07-31401230001.avi

3:14:05:19 3:14:08:00

2:12

Duration TBase

Notes

MPAA Title
4:12

Timelapse
29.97

accomodates snap
cuts within length of
clip

HW08

hw08-31756080001.avi

HW09

hw09_comp_01.avi

HW10

hw11-32333090001.avi

HW10A

3:18:00:09 3:18:03:09
-

-

3:01
3:23

CGI

3:23:36:11 3:23:37:02

1:12

overlapping times
with next 2 clips

hw11-32333090001.avi

3:23:36:04 3:23:39:08

1:12

HW11

hw11-32333090001.avi

3:23:38:28 3:23:43:11

4:14

HW12

hw12-32402230001.avi

3:24:07:17 3:24:10:12

2:27

HW12A

hw11-32245270001.avi

3:22:58:20 3:23:01:18

2:29

HW13

hw13_comp_01.avi 3:23:06:11 3:23:08:01

1:22

HW14

hw14_comp_02.avi 3:25:05:13 3:25:07:18

2:06

HW15

RE324H.mov

-

-

1:18

Stock clip at 300%
speed

HW16

title_01.avi

-

-

4:14

Main Title

HW17A

hw17-51350190001.avi

5:13:51:13 5:13:51:29

0:17

HW17B

hw17-51350190001.avi

5:13:52:25 5:13:53:10

0:16

HW17C

hw17-51350190001.avi

5:13:53:17 5:13:54;07

0:21

HW17

hw17-51350190001.avi

5:13:54:12 5:14:00:19

6:08

HW18

hw18-61831260001.avi

6:18:34:10 6:18:38:20

4:11

HW19

hw19-60513020001.avi

6:05:23:06 6:05:24:29

1:24

HW20

hw20-61048010001.avi

6:10:50:02 6:10:52:15

2:14

HW21

hw21-60853120001.avi

6:09:00:03 6:09:03:07

3:05

HW22

hw22-61410140001.avi

6:14:15:06 6:14:16:18

1:13

HW23

-

HW24

hw24-60436080001.avi

6:04:40:14 6:04:43:12

2:29

HW25

hw25-51740010001.avi

5:17:43:21 5:17:47:17

3:27

HW26

hw26_tempfinal.tif

HW27

hw27-11811260001.avi

1:18:12:13 1:18:17:02

4:20

HW28

hw28-1022212-

1:02:29:23 1:02:30:09

0:17

-

-

-

-

2:24

1:24

time gangup with
last 3 clips

identity confirm in
1:07

CGI

0001.avi
HW29

hw29-10329210001.avi

1:03:34:03 1:03:35:04

1:02

HW30

hw30-10647120001.avi

1:06:50:01 1:06:53:00

1:08

HW30A

hw30-10647120001.avi

1:06:53:23 1:06:53:28

0:06

HW30B

hw30-10647120001.avi

1:06:55:07 1:06:55:13

0:07

HW30C

hw30-10647120001.avi

1:06:58:08 1:06:58:22

0:15

time gangup with
last 3 clips

HW31

hw33-11957070001.avi

1:19:59:03 1:20:01:02

1:08

speed 160% (base
29.97)

HW32

hw32-11038220001.avi

1:10:40:05 1:10:41:23

1:01

speed 160% (base
29.97)

HW32A

hw32-11038220001.avi

1:10:41:26 1:10:42:23

0:28

HW32B

hw32-11038220001.avi

1:10:42:23 1:10:43:20

0:18

HW34

hw34-11202090001.avi

1:12:06:24 1:12:08:03

1:10

HW35

hw35-11346080001.avi

1:13:47:23 1:13:49:05

1:01

HW36

hw36-11448100001.avi

1:14:49:10 1:14:50:18

1:09

HW37

hw37-12045110001.avi

1:20:51:23 1:20:54:22

3:00

HW38

hw39-11644020001.avi

1:16:46:00 1:16:49:26

3:27

HW40

hw40-20040000001.avi

2:00:48:25 2:00:49:23

0:29

add 1:00 to tail
handles for edit
safety

HW41

HW41_comp_07.avi

2:25

CGI

HW42

hw42_comp_02.avi 2:09:35:16 2:09:46:21

11:06

HW45

hw45_comp_01.avi 3:32:39:25 3:32:42:08

2:15

-

-

speed 240% (base
29.97)

speed 160% (base
29.97)
gangup with last 3
clips

skip print 300% at
1:13:48:05 for four
frames

HW46

hw46-33909140001.avi

HW47

064.tif

-

-

2:25

Titles

HW48

065.tif

-

-

2:19

Titles

2:04

Titles

HW49

3:39:13:!4 3:39:15:27

2:14

3:40:52:01 3:40:56:05

HW50

068.tif

HW51

hw51-20647250001.avi

-

-

2:06:50:04 2:06:51:21

1:18

HW52

070.tif

HW53

hw53-20333280001.avi

HW53A

hw53-20333280001.avi

HW54

100.tif

HW55

hw55-52020140001.avi

HW56

-

1:24

Titles

2:03:38:26 2:03:39:18

0:12

speed 200% (base
29.97)

2:03:39:21 2:03:42:03

2:13

-

-

2:25

Titles

5:20:22:06 5:20:25:24

1:20

speed 200% (base
29.97) triple print at
5 frames apart

hw56-50832270001.avi

5:08:47:27 5:08:54:27

2:11

speed 300% (base
29.97)

HW57

hw57-50040090001.avi

5:01:21:27 5:01:25:07

3:11

HW58

hw58-51127210001.avi

5:11:30:06 5:11:34:24

1:17

HW59

hw60-21543260001.avi

2:15:59:16 2:16:01:27

2:12

HW60

hw60-21734080001.avi

2:17:59:18 2:18:02:12

2:25

HW61

hw61-33457200001.avi

3:35:00:01 3:35:01:13

1:13

HW62

hw62-33621050001.avi

3:36:26:28 3:36:31:20

4:23

HW63

noplot.avi

HW64

hw64-60123060001.avi

-

-

-

4:26

6:01:26:29 6:01:30:10

3:12

HW65

hw65_comp_02.avi 6:02:01:05 6:02:03:14

2:10

HW66

hw66_comp_02.avi 6:03:11:27 6:03:14:03

2:07

HW67

RE324H.mov

HW68

hw68-32749020001.avi

HW69

513.tif

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

-

-

3:27:51:14 3:27:56:14
-

Get your data here!
Thu, 19 Sep 2002 13:58:12 -0400
Alan Chan
Eki Halkka

-

1:16

speed 300% (base
29.97)

Titles

Tails contain extra 8
frms for edit slip
Stock clip at 400%
speed

5:01
2:24

Titles

Hey man!
I downloaded your stuff last night but haven't had time to
look at it yet. You can blitz it from your server if you
want. The data for the helicopter shot is here:
http://www.12hotwomen.com/hothothot/for_eki/
As you can tell from the temp shot, the helicopter is
meant to kick up dust as it gets closer to camera (a
tribute to Black Hawk Down) which then cuts to the shot of
the girls.
Two things that I wanna do that's not in the temp:
i) Take the model and cut off the tail and move it back
further so that we get more of a sense of the helicopter
having a tail in the beginning of the shot, as opposed to
looking like a flying blob
ii) add a small logo to the front of the helicopter just
in front of the blinking light, so it gets illuminated in
the light. The logo should be the female symbol (ya know,
the circle on top of a cross type thing). It should be
visible but not too obvious.
Have fun! :)
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - Chris Gill comes through!
Sat, 28 Sep 2002 10:40:01 -0400
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

I just listened to the main music tracks for 12HW - augh,
they are fuckin' awesome! I'm stuck at work right now,
jones'in soooooo bad to run home and cut it into the
edit........... aaaaarrghh!
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - Eki- HW09 reference frames
Sun, 29 Sep 2002 15:18:37 -0700
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Eki man!
I cut HW09 into the edit, and as I suspected, the move is good but it's too much. I
timestretched it however, and here's what I'm thinking will work. Start with the the
helicopter in this position:

About 43 frames in from your first frame, I think. You could probably point the helo
straighter a little towards camera. Then, as it comes in, it can bank and pitch a little
like it's compensating for a landing. Sort of like what you have, but at about 25%
intensity (arbitrary number, I know)
As far as the background goes, here's a good frame I found -

Bluer sky, tighter horizon gradient. Sample away! :)
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Yo Alan
Tue, 1 Oct 2002 12:48:47 -0700
Mike Hardison
Alan Chan

Hey Alan,
I took the liberty of forwarding this image to the Feds. They would like to talk to you.

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - 12hw edit status
Sat, 05 Oct 2002 12:35:18 -0400
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

So it's Saturday, and I'm still in at work, trying to
finish up one last shot of mine for Two Towers.. once this
is out the door I should be able to get back to finishing
up the edit.
Went through this morning and prepped the Premiere project
file for conversion to 24fps. I think I'm going to bite
the bullet and conform to 24 even as I adjust the edit to
use Chris's soundtrack. It'll be more painful, but it will
kill two birds with one stone, and when I'm done I will
have a one-to-one edit to match what will eventually go
onto HD. This will set it up so that I can just drop into

the HD version on top of the edit (I make it sound so
easy) and will allow us to start audio post without
waiting for the HD frames, if we choose to.
Expect the process to take a week or so, depending on work
schedule. This means I won't update the latest online edit
until early-mid-October.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - newsflash
Sun, 06 Oct 2002 10:12:23 -0700
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Conforming 24p SUCKS.
Autoconform leaves one frame holes all over the damn edit. I'm glad I'm
doing it now though, instead of waiting - the result will be a fully
conformed edit that will match HD frame for frame for the online.
Eki - are you using AE to assemble your clips? Email me – we should swap
notes so that the avis you send can automatically drop into the edit
without screwing with timebases.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - conform status
Fri, 11 Oct 2002 11:31:08 -0400
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

The edit is starting to come back together.. :) It is now
conformed and completed up to after the pool fight scene.
The edit is now synced with the music and tightened as
well - trimming the clips to pace the edit better. Expect

that the final piece will have about 20 seconds shaved off
the TRT and play better too.
More this weekend!
Hey Dan - how goes your schedule? Started messing with
cutting the making of stuff yet?

The next few emails is a good example of the open input structure we had on the
project-

Subject:
[12hwprod] - your opinion please
Date:
Sat, 12 Oct 2002 17:57:16 -0400
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Near the end of the 12hw edit, there is a sequence where
the Omega Leader says "the female body is a dangerous
weapon", uncrosses her legs and the robot explodes.
How much do you think this contributes to the edit?
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - RE: your opinion please
Date:
Sun, 13 Oct 2002 15:59:06 -0500
From:
Jeff Howard
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Are you thinking about dumping it? Is there a problem? I
think the edit could work with or without it.
Jeff Howard

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - RE: your opinion please
Sun, 13 Oct 2002 22:25:15 -0700
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Jeff Howard wrote:
> Are you thinking about dumping it? Is there a problem? I
think the edit could work with or without it.
i'm considering it. I've always thought that it seemed to
slow the ending down instead of going out with a
bang. I figure if I trim it out I can go from the "just 12
hot women" to the explosion to the final shot
of 12 hot women and end on a high note. OTOH, I think it's a
cute scene so I'm kinda torn.

Subject:
[12hwprod] - RE: your opinion please
Date:
Mon, 14 Oct 2002 11:10:38 -0500
From:
Jason Bagley
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Alan, what are you suggesting? That we do away with that
sequence all together? What would we do instead, more of
other shots or just cut it down? I personally like the part
and it references the Basic Instinct scene which is funny as
hell. But what are you thinking.
Jason Bagley

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:

[12hwprod] - RE: your opinion please
Mon, 14 Oct 2002 12:25:25 -0500
Breanna Jarvis
12hwprod

To:

12HW Production Mailing List

Alan,
I like the idea of the scene, too. But...
Is it that you are not happy with the final shot and
location? Is the crash test dummy/robot not what you were picturing?
Does Tiffany take way to long when uncrossing and recrossing
her legs?
I have thought about all those things when watching the edit,
but I am not sure if I want to cut it completly. Can we do
anything with it that will pick up the pace of the ending and
still satisfy your vision? Breanna Jarvis

Subject:
[12hwprod] - RE: your opinion please
Date:
Mon, 14 Oct 2002 13:34:08 -0400
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
On Mon, 14 Oct 2002 12:25:25 -0500
Breanna Jarvis wrote:
>Alan,
>I like the idea of the scene, too. But...
>Is it that you are not happy with the final shot and
>location?
I'm fine with the scene and acting and the robot will look
good once we put time into it. I'm more looking at it in
the big picture - we build up to this huge thing where we
bash the audience in the head with the "NO PLOT! NO
STORY!" line, and then all of a sudden we slowwwww down to
this sequence before ending. In a sense, it's a good scene
in that it allows the audience to take a breather before
finishing, but in another it might make more sense to just
push everything over the top and let the audience breath
AFTER the piece ends.

I'm torn.. That's why your opinions are important, see.
Jason - does your comment mean we should keep that scene
in? :)
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - notes to self
Date:
Thu, 17 Oct 2002 11:24:28 -0400
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Last bit of tweaks to the edit:
i) music and narration in first part of chris's music is a
little hot. Balance.
ii) Music following main titles through to girls fight
scene is also a little hot. Balance.
iii) After watching the Basic Instinct sequence, I think I
do like how it fits in. Just need to trim the edit. Will
try some of Eki's suggestions.
iv) music transition from jetski to LeeAnn needs fixin.
By the end of next week, I would like to be able to build
a final cut presentable rough edit so that all of you can
have a copy for presentations to people if needed. This
means several things:
i) I need to start prepping the titles and all the stuff
I've left for the end because they're easy
ii) There are two shots, the Omega Omega matte painting
and the door opening shot, that need to be brought up to
rough shot level, or at least have the animatics removed
from them.

iii) Overall shot levels cleanup.
Eki, can you send me whatever latest version of the
helicopter you have, with the smoke element separate so I
can slide it over the transition? Also, while waiting for
me to send you the helicopter stuff, wanna start on
getting the door shot (hw24) set up? I have a rough setup
but it needs to be textured and stuff.
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - edit v79 online
Date:
Sat, 19 Oct 2002 08:08:15 -0700
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Buncha audio post tweaks and tightened the Basic Instinct sequence.
Thanks to Eki's suggestion of overlaying as a voiceover, I like the pace
of it now - it plays faster but still allows for a short breath for the
audience before the final shot.
Next week I'm going to concentrate on doing the titles so that the
presentation rough cut will have final titles in them. This weekend I'll
be incommunicado (taking the kids to Legoland for the weekend) and the
mail server will be offline. Have a good one!
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - update AND I need stuff from you guys!
Date:
Fri, 25 Oct 2002 14:08:52 -0700
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
So the titles took a bit longer than I expected, but they are done now
and conform to 24P - rendered at hidef as well, so I won't have to rerun
them for online conform. The latest edit with the new fancy schmancy

titles is at
http://www.12hotwomen.com/hothothot/12hw_edit_24p_82.mpg
Stuff I need from you guys:
Dan - how do you want your name for the credits? Right now I have Dan K.
Katzenberger
Eki - same as above. Also, what name do you want to list your audio post
company (if any) under?
Jeff & co - I need a logo for Spirit 10 to put on the last shot hw69
(where the supposed titles pop in). B&W if you have it
My current priorities are to bring hw19 and hw24 up to snuff for the
rough presentation edit. Eki - there is a small modification to the
motion paths for the doors for hw24. Check your for_eki directory there should be a version 8 scene file in there. Save out the door
motions and bring it into whatever you have now. Nothing else has
changed in that scene.
Starting matte painting work on Omega Omega headquarters today/tomorrow.
Once I have that in, will build credit roll. HD master and EDL is in the
capable hands of Andy, prepping for frame transfer. Eki – I can give you
the files for audio post right now, but just to be safe I'm going to
wait until I assemble Andy's HD frames to alleviate any frame mismatches.
We are closing in on the home stretch for completing the main portion of
this project. Time to start thinking about the future - promotional
materials, festivals, making of videos, etc.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Digital Imaging Technology is cooool
Tue, 29 Oct 2002 08:26:18 -0800
Alan Chan
Toby Thomas

Through the magic of digital trickery, I have taken this:

and turned it into THIS!

:)
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - The Shape of Things to Come
Sun, 10 Nov 2002 08:14:48 -0800
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

I have seen the future, and it is Omega.

Subject:
[12hwprod] - locked D1 cut
Date:
Mon, 11 Nov 2002 18:55:59 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Hey diddly ho neighbor!
As I mentioned, the D1 cut is locked and I will be running
off some VHS dubs for showing purposes. This cut is
identical to the v85 online except for the little work in
progress and confidential disclaimers. Will send a few
dubs down to Spirit10 later this week.
Dan & Eki - for your edit purposes I have uploaded the
entire, YES ENTIRE, edit in DV format to Dan's site. It is
cut at 24fps, so you'll need to run it through After
Effects and work your voodoo to convert it to your native

fps. Dan - this edit is specifically for you, to use as
cutins for your making of, where needed. Eki - you don't
have to have it, but it's there if you want to download
it. I uploaded it as split files of 10 megs each (66 files
total, for a whopping 660 megs of edit) - use the .bat
file to rebuild the avi.
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - cgi hot chicks!
Date:
Sat, 23 Nov 2002 17:12:22 -0800
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Check out the fully computer-generated hot chicks!
...Okay, so I used image maps. So what?
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:

[12hwprod] - Re: cgi crash test dummy!!
Mon, 25 Nov 2002 04:33:29 +0200
Erkki Halkka
12hwprod

To:

12HW Production Mailing List

Here's the first test render with the new dummy and lighting
CU
-- Eki

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - Re: cgi crash test dummy!!
Mon, 25 Nov 2002 05:16:43 +0200
Erkki Halkka <Eki Halkka>
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Erkki Halkka wrote:
> Here's the first test render with the new dummy andlighting The other angle.
CU
-- Eki

Subject:
[12hwprod] - State of the Union
Date:
Tue, 26 Nov 2002 09:31:56 -0800
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Just a quick update on where things are.
*** Dan is currently updating the website and photos for the girls to access. We are
hoping to have things in place so that we can update the girls before Thursday - sort
of like a Thanksgiving present. We'll update everyone once dank gets this set up.
*** The most current edit (no change since the last email) is at
http://www.12hotwomen.com/hothothot/production/12hw_edit_24p_86.mpg
Things I've updated since this edit but have not uploaded yet include:
- updated cgi hot chicks in hw26 and finaled shot. Shot is rendered at HD res and
ready for final dropin, pending final CC.
- updated bubbles shot in hw41. Shot is rendered at HD res and ready for final dropin
pending final CC.

*** Overall, things are in good shape. We rerecorded Dave's voiceover Saturday and I
will be replacing the voiceover in the edit in the next few days. We've kept exactly to
the narration though - there will be no change except for minor inflections, but the

narration audio should be higher quality.
The edit is complete and we are currently waiting to get our hands on the HD frames
so that we can final conform. In the meantime, I am keeping busy prepping the other
things we need like onesheets, fliers and publicity crap, since the only thing really
left to do on the edit is to conform, final CC and audio post.
Eki - as far as audio post goes, I think the crash test dummy is the last of the cg
shots. Let's start prepping for audio post after that. I will start setting up the audio
files for transfer to you.
*** Because we are wrapping on post, it's starting to get more critical to shoot and
edit the interview sessions. Bre - what's your progress on setting up a shoot?
That's all for now. Have a good Turkey Day!
AC

Subject:
Date:

[12hwprod] - Re: cgi crash test dummy!!
Wed, 27 Nov 2002 05:28:25 +0200

From:
Reply-To:
To:

Erkki Halkka <Eki Halkka>
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

here (DivX4):
http://www.12hotwomen.com/hothothot/Eki_Upload/hw65-60158060001p_COMP01.avi
http://www.12hotwomen.com/hothothot/Eki_Upload/hw66-60309160001p_COMP01.avi
All 3D is rendered at full rez - the particle/smoke stuff is
at 1/2 rez.
CU
-Eki

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - Re: cgi crash test dummy!!
Wed, 27 Nov 2002 06:35:21 +0200
Eki Halkka <Eki Halkka>
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Alan Chan wrote:
> Oh mah GOD that is hilarious!!! :) Damn I almost fell out of my chair :) Good
> work man! Nice job on the texturing and lighting! The rest of you've got to
> check it out!
Coolio!
> Here's my small and humble notes:
>
> i) hw65 - pretty much final. I'd say add a little label to the the back upper
> torso of the dummy that says "ACME TEST DUMMY MK VII" or
> something - we need to identify it, although maybe it should be a little less
> obvious than on the storyboard though. Shoot me another testrender when that's
>done and I'll drop it in the cut. After that, just sit on the shot (back up the
> lw data or something though!) until we get the HD frames in and then we can dial
> grain and all that stuff to match.

I'll add that text tonight.
Would you like me to do the match with the footage, or should i just
send over a 24 FPS HD AE comp, where you can just replace the BG plate
(and add grain etc to your liking)?? I already have all the stuff at
final rez, so you could proceed right away when you get the full rez BG
plates?
> I did notice some pulldown happening. Is that a result of your going to 25fps?
> Might wanna check on that. We'll be running everything at 24fps, so if you can,
> switch your AE comp to 24 as well so that we can both be dealing with the exact
> discreet frames.
I actually used your 23.xxx fps comp - the fielding (pulldown) is in
your original DV clips...
> ii) hw66. Lighting and texturing looks great! I love theinsides of the dummy
> and the flash works great. I assume you're asking if we should keep the
> flash/glow? I think I prefer it with the sparkles/glow, but speed up the sparks
> like 200% or something - just make it quicker so you don't get to dwell on
> it.I'd lose the rising smoke too. Otherwise, it's done!
I'll speed up the sparkles. It might help - i don't like the current
sparkles too much...
I already made a much more subtle version of the rising smoke, i'll send
you one more test with that, and if you don't like it, i'll dump it ;-)
Of course, if we go by the route where i send you the AE comps &
footage, you can do all the final decisions at your end.
> Damn, I gotta get cracking on prepping the audio files for ya eh :) Did you ever
> get me a new zipped version of the helicopter shot?
I only sent the rendered frames... i'll try to prep & send over the
chopper scene scene ASAP. Also, the dust stuff for the chopper still
sucks - i'll try to work on that soon too.
CU
-Eki

Subject:
[12hwprod] - thanksgiving, in no particular order
Date:
Wed, 27 Nov 2002 11:59:29 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Thanks to my mom and dad. Thanks to Annette and Heather
and Amanda, and the dog and the bird and the fishes and
the rat (may he rest in peace). Thanks to Sony's world
domination, and to Harry and Toby and some ugly thing
called Chubb. Thanks to DW for underwriting my summer.
Thanks to myself for staying alive. Thanks for the
continued operation of my hard drives and my 4 yr old
laptop. Thanks to Newtek, Adobe and PanasonicHD. Thanks to
Liv Tyler and Peter Jackson, to Jimbo and crazy Pete.
Thanks to the dudes in the Dead Marshes. Thanks to Lucy,
Cameron and Drew. Thanks Cinescape. Thanks to hot women
everywhere, and to machine weapons, Ferraris, jeeps and
jetskis. Thanks to badass Breanna, Jeff, Jason and greater
Dallas and all the badasses in it. Thanks to the core team
John, John, Bob and Dave. Thanks to Eki for badass vfx.
Thanks to dank for badass photography.
Let's eat!

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
CC:

Re: your comments please
Tue, 10 Dec 2002 06:12:51 +0200
Erkki Halkka <Eki Halkka>
Alan Chan
Dan Katzenberger

Alan Chan wrote:
> Have a lookie at this:
>
> http://www.12hotwomen.com/hothothot/Production/12hw_edit_24p_91.mpg
>
> Latest edit as of a day or two ago. In the shot right after the boobscan
> shot - the one where the doors open - there's something weird about that
> shot that doesn't jive. Maybe there's too much dead space or something.
> Can't quite put my finger on it.

The camera move i made maybe starts a little too wide.
Also, it doesn't match the wide matte painting shot of the HQ: In the
wide shot, there's no such big empty wall anywhere in sight. The parts
of the building behind the chicks look quite low, and has some detail.
Also, in the shot where the agent puts boobs in the scanner, we can see
a sign saying something like "level4" as well as something that looks
like a window or a door in the background.
Maybe i should add that sign (and a window or something) there?? Or
should the other shots be modified to match the opening doors??
Adding those details would maybe make the slide-away walls
look cooler?
CU
-Eki

Subject:
[12hwprod] - Good job, Jason!
Date:
Thu, 12 Dec 2002 07:44:18 -0800
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Skimming through the pictures looking for visual material for the press kit and I came
across this.
Damn, Jason, you're a hard workin man! :)

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - oops - here's the pic
Sun, 15 Dec 2002 15:16:32 -0800
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

RE: hey babe!
Fri, 10 Jan 2003 12:56:45 -0600
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

It's Agent Babe!!
Mr. Zube hasn't returned any of my messages. I'll give him the
weekend and I am going to knock down doors on Monday! :)
Since I am a badass, I can knock down the door with laser beams
from my eyes!
Oh and lots of bengamins are in our future, I can feel it! 12
Hot Women is going to do great. I am attaching a list of the
festivals, in some sort of order of who we should look at
first based on location, fees and submission deadlines. Let
me know what you think.
I am still working on my bio. I will get it to you next week,
as will the boys. Our logo will come soon. It is such a tough
decision. We want to passionately love it, but we have not seen
anything we passionately love yet. We are about to settle with
something though. Be patient a little while longer.
I am very ready to have this completely in the can! I want to
start selling this entire 12 Hot Women idea to everyone!
Talk to you later.

Subject:
[12hwprod] - 12hw update
Date:
Thu, 16 Jan 2003 17:12:46 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
The final two pieces of the audio puzzle is in. Thanks to
Bre's persuasion, the music tracks for the beginning 15
seconds is now in my hands, as as of this morning, we

completed the final audio voiceover from Sara for the
boobscan device.
I will proceed to drop them in the edit and hopefully by
this weekend will have audio lock on the edit. Once this
is in place, I will hand all the audio components to Eki
for audio post.
I've decided to go ahead and complete the edit at D1
resolution while we wait for HD frames to come in, so as
Eki works on audio post, I will be going over the entire
edit and finishing up any FX work necessary. With luck ,
we can have a completed D1 version ready to show by
beginning of February - depending on how long Eki thinks
it might take to run audio post.
Andy - do keep me updated on the HD situation. If it looks
like we can squeeze some time immediately after Mr Lynch
is done, let me know. The sooner we can get the frames
transferred, the better - time is going to become an issue
soon, deadlines for the better festivals are fast
approaching.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - Audio post data uploading overnight
Sat, 18 Jan 2003 22:07:19 -0800
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Eki - I'll send notes and setup details tomorrow when (hopefully) the
data finishes uploading.

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Audio post data
Sun, 19 Jan 2003 13:25:18 -0800
Alan Chan
Eki Halkka

Okay dude, here's the audio post data! Check out
http://www.12hotwomen.com/hothothot/Production/audio_post
and download all the files in that directory. Unzip as follows.
All the files should unzip into the same 12hw master directory. My
directory structure is as follows:
D:\Projects\12hw\
audio
dv
edit
ppj
etc etc.
If you replicate a similar directory structure on your drive, you should
be able to switch the Premiere project file to your system with minimal
fuss.
All the zip files included in this directory are the entire audio
repository for 12hw. I thought about including just the files you'd
need, but then you might decide you want something extra, like pulling
ambient background noise out of some audio clip or other, so I've
included the whole thing. Longer download, but you have everything at
hand instead.
You've already downloaded the DV clips. Those should go in
\Projects\12hw\dv\. The .mov edit (which is a smaller res Quicktime
without audio for your reference) goes into \Projects\12hw\edit\.
Now here's the kicker. If you've duplicated this setup, you can simply
grab the .ppj file in \Projects\12hw\ppj\ , rename it as a .wri file,
and do a search and replace for the following:
Search for
D:\\
Replace with [your drive letter]:\\
The key is the double slashes. This effectively moves your data from my
drive letter to whatever drive letter you have. Once you've done this,
(obviously) save as a different filename with the .ppj tag, and your
scene should load into Premiere without a fuss. I'm running Premiere
6.5, but I think I've loaded the project into 6.0 before without a fuss.
Once it's loaded, make a preview just to verify that the audio lines up

with the video. If we keep to the same frame count (3:45:00, or 5400
frames at 24fps), we should always maintain sync without having to
figure out where to hook up audio and video.
------------Audio post notes in general - I think you know what needs to be done.
Obviously, as you mentioned, those tests that you did with Dave's
voiceover were a little over-processed and you're aware of it, so I'd
just say find a good audio balance that you like, and shoot me a wav or
mp3 when you get a pass done so I can tack it on my stuff and see
where/if we need to make more tweaks.
Notes for the opening music track that you tweaked – I actually found it
sounded more bitchin' cooler if I made the drumbeats ring TWICE per beat
(or whatever you call the timing things). This is reflected in the
Premiere project, where you'll see that I layered your audio twice,
offset by a fraction of a second. Really I think all that needs to be
copied and offset is just the drum layer, so you might want to clone
only the drum, cos it's starting to sound a little busy in the edit
(with the offset mix and all). Also, added some bass to just the first
drumbeat, so there seems to be a difference in
tempo/feel/whateverthehellyoucallit between the first and second
drumbeat.
-----------how long does it usually take to do 3+ minutes of audio post? Just
curious - I need to look and see where the first deadlines for festivals
are falling to see if we can reasonably make those deadlines. Will let
you know in the next day or two.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - How all movies are made
Wed, 22 Jan 2003 18:07:17 -0800
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Subject:
[12hwprod] - Colorgrading in action
Date:
Sun, 26 Jan 2003 06:59:00 -0800
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Screen capture of After Effects being pushed to the hilt with a hell of a lot of clips.
The clip list is so long you have to scroll twice to go from top to bottom :)
Note Toby the Dead Terrorist wearing standard terrorist-issue sneakers (Al-Qaeda
certified).

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

sneakers
Sun, 26 Jan 2003 12:07:27 EST
Toby Thomas
Alan Chan

Actually, if anyone catches it, those really are Israeli issue desert boots, which no Arab
would be caught dead in.
Ha ha,
Toby

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

audio post notes
Mon, 27 Jan 2003 10:24:40 -0500
Alan Chan
Eki Halkka

sounds like a lot, I know, but most of it you probably are
already aware of - like levels and stuff.
Generally, keep in mind that this is a parody - which is
why I went ahead and put in sound effects that are
somewhat comical and ridiculous in nature (not too
ridiculous, obviously, but you get the idea). Keep this in
mind as you make tweaks and stuff :)
These notes were roughed out while watching the cut. Have
to get back to prepping the rest of the materials, so I'm
just going to send them as is - if something doesn't make
sense, email me, okey dokey!
Also - wanted to make sure to see if you needed anything
else from the audiopost upload directory or if I can blitz
that tonight.
AC
--------------------------notes for rough audio post Mix01

Dave's VO in a world - should match the other tracks.
Dave's VO beginning part of 'coming this summer' - punch
up so we get hit by COMING this summer. Maybe punch up
swoosh on the film titles too
Dave's VO overall mite too tinny? More range if that makes
sense
Explosion sound - use the cheesy one
Punch up the swooshswooshswoosh on the omega HQ shot

Too much ambient sound on the boobscan sequence? I realize
the voice track has a lot of ambient - maybe we can start
to bring the ambient down after the line
punch up swooshswooshswoosh on pushin to Hope's face in
poolfight sequence
Music overpowering, perhaps?
when Hope pulls the gun from her bikini - keep the Jeannie
sound. I've had a bunch of people say they think it's the
perfect sound for it :) Also, generally, keep the punches
and kicks and slaps and fight sounds - they add to the
surreal hyper-realism of the fight sequence! Anything new
you add to it will therefore have to be sort of comical in
that sense then.
Sounds like to dropped in a new music ending to the fight
scene. I tried that in the edit months ago - it doesn't
work as well as just having the music cut completely off
as they fall in the pool :)
GREAT splash and water bubbling sound!
In the jacuzzi scene, the water splashing as they come out
of the water sounds perfect, but the underlying bubbling
should be a lot softer, 50% or more even. Again, the music
should butt up to the scratch track and just cut out it's the last few guitar riffs that crack me up :)
Echoing the you wish gunshot to the next shot would be
cool!
Swoosh on charlie's angels x4 seems a little off or maybe
too soft? check all the swooshes on the text
Ambient sounds strange on the jeep shaking camera shot
(just before the money shot) - probably work in progress?
I like the addtl ouch sound before the damn you line! :)
Reverb on 12 hot women is a good idea - probably needs to
be tweaked though eh
Head popping off should have that pop sound.

As before, the explosion should have that same cheap
explosion sound. The idea being that all the explosions
and stuff in this movie is just plain stock footage crap
(which it is!) :)
Music at the end of the trailer (before the directed by) I love the reverb, but we should ramp it down to zero
before the credits music starts. Make sure we have at
least a split second of silence - I expect we will have
some venues where we'll only get to play the trailer and
not the credits, so I need a cutout point. Preferably
enough silence that we don't have to do an assemble edit
(or the tape op can stop just before we hit credits)
Last part of the credits music is missing (where the
ending guitar riffs come in, I think). Something you
forgot? :)
Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

photoshop trick
Wed, 29 Jan 2003 10:22:04 -0500
Alan Chan
Dan Katzenberger, Eki Halkka

Yo dudes!
I just discovered something that I figured I should share
- especially for you, Dano.
I'm touching up the photos for eventual web press
distribution - you know, using the usual very slight
levels curve attached below - and found that a very good
way to punch up the face and the eyes is to 'glow' it
more. Simple process - new layer, soft edge face shape
filled with white and used as a lighten, with ONLY 3-10%
opacity. Any more and it starts looking like a bleach
smear on the photo, but used correctly, it makes the face
stand out. Check out the attached psd. Turn the lighten
layer on and off to see the difference.
Conceivably you could also tint the lighten layer to push
the face towards another color as well - very subtle and
very very VERY good for glamour photos, especially where
the hair occludes a lot of light.
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - who's who in production
Date:
Wed, 29 Jan 2003 10:46:28 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12hwprod (12hwprod Mailing Lis

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Audio post notes
Mon, 03 Feb 2003 11:06:48 -0500
Alan Chan
Eki Halkka

Whew! A lot here - took me an hour to write it up, but mostly because it was so cool I
keep watching each part over and over again :)
Damn I love that beginning sequence. The fucking music makes it all happen man! It's
been an hour since I watched it and I'm still thinking how rocking it is - and I've stared at
the edit for a year! This will blow people's minds :)

Anyway - take your time reading the notes. A lot of it is explaining why certain pieces of
sounds are important to me. (same reason really - keeping the cheese factor in place) We
are distinctly further along than the first mix. Hang in there, almost done!
AC
----------Hey dood!
The mix sounds great with the final video! :) I'll upload a version tonight so you can
check it out, but really, it's pretty much the same as before, only with finaled shots that
match up in cc.
Here are the notes:
- I love whatever chatter or underlying sound effects you added to the opening sequence.
It adds that "major crappy movie with kickass trailer" feel :) Dave's vo sounds good in
this sequence, but maybe we pushed the bass a little too far. I don't what it is - maybe up
the midrange or treble slightly? Not too much though. In a pinch, I am actually okay with
this voiceover - but you know me, I'm just fucking anal :) Maybe you can try like 5%
more of whatever it is, just barely noticable. Assuming these settings carry across the
board for Dave's vo, I think you've nailed the voiceover.
- need something else to replace that knife sound. I know the one I have sucks because
it's been slowed down so much - I'll see if I can find some other sounds around here. Can
you look on your end too? Needs to be a schwing kinda swoosh sound, , like the one I
had, but only better.
- would like to hear the zipper a little bit more, not quite feeling it.
- gun cocking sound times right but sounds hollow. Maybe you can process it more to
give it the "major crappy movie" feel? :)
- LASER echo sounds BITCHING! Dude, your redo of this music track saved the piece,
man. I was so freaked out when I got the last intro track from Chris, but this drum stuff
(and especially my mistake in layering the music twice for the double drums) sounds
great! Just like a major crappy movie! (I just watched it over and over again cos it sounds
so cool :) )
- Dave's vo in the coming this summer part sounds good. I assume you added more bass
to the opening sequence vo then? If so, disregard the first comment above - I like the
distinction between the opening seq vo and the rest of the voiceovers.
- bit too much of a punch with the sounds for the chicks on trampolines and swedish
bikini babes sound :) Again, we need to find something swooshy to fit in there. I'll look
for that too.

- Maybe punch up the gunfire slightly?
- Same problem with the swoosh on the omega leader. Can you slow down the track like
50% or something on the swooshes? Does that mess up the processing? Also, see if you
can slide the timing on the swooshes a frame or two and get the swooshes to hit at the
same interval - it should sound like a swoosh swoosh swoosh. Right now the thired
swoosh is a split second slower than the others and it snaps you out of the edit.
- Entire boobscan sequence sounds great! Music might still be a little loud maybe noticed it on the second play. Maybe the whole section's music needs to come down, and
then ramp up again as we pan up to the pool chick. Otherwise, the mix sounds great for
this part.
- Swoosh as Eryn turns around sounds great
> There's still a lot of places where i have replaced those "1980's
> videogame" sounds in the current mix - as to me, they sounded just like
> techical errors. I'll put the old sounds back if you wish.
- Just specific ones would be great - there are some sounds that I think are important to
the edit and that I think makes the edit feel funny when left out. Here's what we should
put back in on the poolfight sequence:
- I understand you were trying to sync the punch sounds to the poolfight too. I originally
did that as well, but then I ended up liking it better the way there were so many punches
and slap sounds in the edit even when they're obviously not hitting - like a bad dub-over
of fighting sounds (damn it, Eki, you're doing too good! Do some crappy work for a
change!) Let's get the fighting and kicking sounds back in, and do minimal processing to
make it fit it, but otherwise they should be fine and cheesy the way they are.
Also, keep the original sproing on the gun pull - I've had several comments that it's the
perfect sound for that :) I understand if it's low quality - just fit it in as best you can.
- the kicking gun away shot - should either be the original kick sound or if you can find a
better gunshot sound, we can use that too. The one you have sounds too much like a gun
firing in the distance, instead of right next to camera.
- I think the girls did a small scream/shot as they were falling in the missing. That seems
to be too soft or missing and I'm not getting the full punch of the girls falling in..
- Love the splashing in the water sound and the bubbles and the coming out of the water
sound! It sounds so much like a B-movie, it's GREAT! :) Mix levels sounds excellent too.
> > In the jacuzzi scene, the water splashing as they come out of the water

> > sounds perfect, but the underlying bubbling should be a lot softer, 50%
> > or more even. Again, the music should butt up to the scratch track and
> > just cut out - it's the last few guitar riffs that crack me up :)
> Lowered the bubbling - i don't quite get what you mean with the music > could you elaborate?
I think you're starting the porn music a second or so later than what I had it. Take a look
at the v94 mpeg, or the v96 quicktime. The music starts at 9:38:12 or thereabouts, and I
think yours starts a second later. At the end, before the scratch track, there's a few bars of
guitar that kick ass that got left out of yours because obviously your track was a little
shorter. I like the water bubbling back up sound at the end though - leave that in! :)
> > Echoing the you wish gunshot to the next shot would be cool!
> Done!
> Not sure i like it though (at least this version)
- Whoops! I meant the gunshot, not the line :)
- Masterpiece VO: does this have the same settings as Dave's previous vo? It seems
flatter. Maybe you can use the same settings as from the coming this summer part, or if
they are the same, maybe try and flesh these out more?
- charlie's angels VO sounds fine. Maybe Dave just had a bad day with the masterpiece
line :)
- Still not getting the jeep driving sound. Do I need to find a better quality version of the
jeep sound? Or maybe music needs to be brought down a little to let the jeep sound
through?
- jump in the balance on the second waterski shot draws attention to the edit. I see what
you're trying to do, but maybe it's too much. Bring it closer to center and it will probably
work better.
- I like the reverb that you have at the end of the no plot line "12 Hot Women", but it
crushes Tiffany's line. Is there a way we can keep that reverb but make sure that the start
of Tiffany's line is protected?
- punch up swoosh on the credit push in shot. Maybe slide the timing a frame or so to
sync it up better too?
> I think you should make two masters, one with, and another without the
> end credits...
Two masters would be tricky to keep track of. I'm okay with total silence, it lets the

audience recover before the credits :) Right now it sounds like a sharp drop from reverb
to silence though. Can we ease the fadeout a little?
> there's a kind of "jump cut" in the ending music (a lttle strong word > i mean the place where you edited it to make it the correct length). Is
> that on purpose or should i try to make it better?
If you can slide it a few frames and make it better, go for it. Otherwise, just try and hide
the jump as decently as possible. I tried a bunch of other places to go from start to end
track and that was the most unnoticable part to do it at.

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

you are a big ....
Wed, 12 Feb 2003 12:00:41 -0600
Breanna Jarvis
Alan Chan

BADASS, KICKASS DIRECTOR!!!!!!!

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Sync Lock is GO!
Thu, 06 Mar 2003 06:23:26 -0800
Alan Chan
Eki Halkka

You are cleared for sweetening!
Small note that you can probably take care of in sweetening though:
right after pool chick kicks the gun away (as the gun flies through the
air and lands in the water) it looks like there is a rogue audio track
under the main track that cuts in in the middle of one of the girls'
yells and cuts out on another yell. You can either remove that or
lengthen the clip to include or exclude the audio, doesn't matter to me.
I think it sounds fine, just that it cuts in and out.
You don't need to show me the tweak on this. Go ahead and go for
sweets!!! :)
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - status
Date:
Wed, 19 Mar 2003 09:52:49 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
-Jeff's bio is finally in, wrapping up the key components
of the press kit. The website press area is now updated,
as is the press kit pdf on withoutabox. Linda should be
adding the bio to the public website soon, if not already.
-audio: 99% done. Waiting to squeeze a few more moments
out of Eki's superbusy schedule for a few final sweeteners
and audio post will be locked.
-website is close to completion. Girls pages are in. Most
of what remains now are formatting tweaks and making sure
all the links work, etc.
-director: close to recovery. brain is back, but reflexes
still a little misaligned. Ability to walk into walls
increased by 400%.

Subject:
[12hwprod] - oscar
Date:
Mon, 24 Mar 2003 12:49:31 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
..the Oscars were good to me last night!
Two Towers picked up Best Visual Effects, and Sony's
little ChubbChubbs got Best Animated Shot, both of which I
worked on. Needless to say, I am in good spirits today.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

2 big ones!
Tue, 25 Mar 2003 16:18:47 -0600
Jeff Howard
Alan Chan

Congrats, you badass! We're so proud of you and your award winning films. Hopefully
there will be a third film sweeping the awards soon.
Jeff Howard

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: GO for SWEETENING! (again!)
Tue, 25 Mar 2003 06:17:13 +0200
Eki Halkka
Alan Chan

Alan Chan wrote:
> Sounds good! Let's roll!
It's there, mix number 13. Lucky we're not superstitious.
;-)
CU
-Eki

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: GO for SWEETENING! (again!)
Tue, 25 Mar 2003 11:03:48 -0500
Alan Chan
Eki Halkka

On Tue, 25 Mar 2003 12:36:34 +0200
Eki Halkka <Eki Halkka> wrote:

>Cool!
>
>Are there any shots that aren't finals??
All the shots are final for D1. I re-pulled the key for
that one shot of the door opening - which once again
reminded me that DV is shit for keying and made me glad
that I learned from Foldout to SHOOT AS MUCH
PRACTICALLY AS YOU CAN.
There will be some shots that will need some tweaks on
them when we go to HD, though - where I could, I prepped
everything for a simple "upgrade" to HD, but things like
the key and roto for the door opening shot will need to be
redone in HD. Not to mention running the breast jiggle
shot at HD - that will be tasty! Your DV version of the
jiggle shot works great and is in the D1 final :)
btw - we've been crunching hard on the webpage. Almost
done now and ready to go live, but I'm waiting to throw in
a few last format tweaks. Check it out http://www.12hotwomen.com/index2.html . All the files are
live at the moment, it's just that the index page
(www.12hotwomen.com) still kicks to the temp until we're
absolutely ready.
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - website almost ready to go live
Date:
Tue, 25 Mar 2003 12:50:58 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
check out http://www.12hotwomen.com/index2.html
all the files are out of development and is technically
'live', but the home page still points to the placeholder,
so unless you know about it, the site doesn't exist yet.
Linda and I are wrapping up a few final formatting things
as well as adding the last few crew bios.

Bre - I'd like to get a good headshot of Clay and Lindsey
if you can find me some. Especially Clay, since you guys
are about to start on the feature.
Last question I have (which really doesn't have any
answers, unfortunately) is when you guys think we should
release the webpage. I'd like to release it as soon as
it's ready, but I also feel like the war coverage and the
general mood of the public is not going to be conducive to
putting this out there at the moment, so perhaps it might
make sense to to wait and prep other stuff before starting
to talk this up. Or, I could just be plain wrong. What do
you think?
AC

Subject:
[12hwprod] - audio post is FINAL, D1 master complete
Date:
Wed, 26 Mar 2003 09:55:55 -0500
From:
Alan Chan
Reply-To: 12hwprod
To:
12HW Production Mailing List
Last night I assembled Eki's audio post track v13 (lucky
number) and called it FINAL! This means that our D1 master
is complete. I will be dumping to tape and running dubs
this weekend, both for festival submissions and for you
guys.
For a short time, I will have the final mpg uploaded for
you to grab here:
http://209.98.241.73/hothothot/Production/12hw_edit_24p_96.mpg
If you want to, copy and save this to a safe place - I
will remove the edit from anywhere online within a week or
so. Please take special attention to ensure that this mpeg
does not get out - we need to control the distribution of
this project at least for the next six months or so
(festival season), after which I will be more than happy
to put this out to the world.

The website should be up and running in a few days - Linda
is wrapping up some niggly html code.
Here's to world domination by hot chicks with guns!
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12 HOT WOMEN update!
Sun, 30 Mar 2003 07:07:05 -0800
Alan Chan
12HW Cast

Howdy y'all!
Just a short note to let you know that we wrapped audio postproduction
on 12 Hot Women this past week, and we are now busy making dubs for
submission to our targeted film festivals. The short is a nice, tight
piece and I know you're all dying to see it - I'd love for you to see it
asap too! Jeff is working on setting up a premiere in Dallas, so that we
can all get together and check out the short (and party) - either he or
I will let you know when that happens, and I will make sure to have
copies made available for all of you by then.
In the meantime, the website has just been completed and went live this
morning - check it out at http://www.12hotwomen.com . An email to the
announcement list will go out tomorrow - I wanted to let you all be the
first to check out the pages.
Enjoy, and thank you all again for a most amazing, most wonderful
experience. You ROCK!
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:
Alan,

update!
Mon, 31 Mar 2003 10:40:41 EST
Toby Thomas
Alan Chan

The 12HW Website is beyond cool, even if you can see the sunglint off of my
skull through the thinning hair when Leeann is kicking the shit out of me.
Please, Please, find someone with deep pockets and let's go make the full
length feature.
I have learned more in the last six months as a producer than I ever wanted
to know about making an independent feature film with no money.
However, I have got some footage for "Blood on the Brazos" that multi-million
dollar films would die for.
Stay in touch, Love Ya!
Toby Thomas

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - 12hw website is now LIVE
Mon, 31 Mar 2003 11:08:42 -0500
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Coming to you straight from servers in sunny San Diego!
All the pictures that are fit to stare at! check it out at
http://www.12hotwomen.com !
Thanks to Linda Capetillo-Cunliffe for some major badass
website design and to Dan-o for the badass pics - they
make the website shine! Oh, and thanks to me too cos I'm
just the baddest assest around (like Bill Paxton in
'Aliens'). And if you think that's badass, just wait till
you see the badass director interview we shot.
Muahahahahahhaahaaaaa!
AC
ps. ran off eight dubs yesterday before I ran out of VHS
tapes - phooey! Ordered more tapes, hopefully can run off
more copies through the week. Jeff - may not get to send

off your four copies until later this week - I need to
check and see how many of these dubs I'm supposed to send
to festivals in the next week or so.

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12 Hot Women website is now LIVE!
Mon, 31 Mar 2003 08:22:11 -0800
alan@12hotwomen.com
news@12hotwomen.com

Happy Monday, Omega Agents!
It is my pleasure to inform you that the Omega website has
now gone live at http://www.12hotwomen.com . No longer will
you be teased by a simple but effective poster featuring
hot women. Now you can experience for yourself the genius
of the director and producers, and all the wonders that is
the supersecret agency known only as Omega Omega.
Your mission is to spread the word. You are our frontline
in the battle against mediocre mass media. Tell your
friends to tell their friends that they too must subscribe
to the announcement list and become Omega agents. We want
YOU to know when 12 Hot Women screens in your area!
Alan Chan
Senior Janitor, Omega Omega

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

and the oscar goes to.......Alan Chan!!!
Thu, 3 Apr 2003 11:44:09 -0800
Bill Diaz
Alan Chan

Dude! that was sooo great. I wish I could have been there on set. Lots of
funny ideas and the editing was really cool. Thanks for letting me see
that. I handed it off to Marvin, he has the tape now. Thanks again, it was
done really well and was VERY entertaining. If I had millions of dollars I
would bankroll it! ;^)

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - 12hw observations
Fri, 18 Apr 2003 08:25:02 -0700
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

It seems the most often commented fact when I show people the press kit
or the VHS box cover, is that there are in fact 13 women instead of 12.
I've since concluded how I can quickly stereotype people from their
conclusions:
i) "There are 13 women. ....so, which one is not hot?" PESSIMIST.
ii) "There are 13 women. ....which one is the man?" GAY.
iii) "There are 13 women. ...it's a Baker's Dozen!" GENIUS with an
intellect approaching Alan's.
iv) "There are 13 women. ...buy 12, get one free!" OPPORTUNIST.
v) "There are 13 women?" BLIND.

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

12HW update
Mon, 05 May 2003 17:37:19 -0400
Alan Chan
12HW Cast

Just a short note to keep all you wonderful people up to
date. There's a small writeup on our visual effects guy
Eki Halkka (who lives and works in Finland) with some nice
coverage of 12 Hot Women. Obviously the article deals with
the technical whozit-maduzits relating to visual effects
stuff that you probably don't care too much for, but here
it is anyways :)
http://www.newtek-europe.com/uk/community/lightwave/halkka/halkka_1.html
Also, it looks Bre and the gang are setting up a premiere

for June 7since I'm supposed to be down for a conference
then. I'm very thrilled to get to show you all the cool
stuff that I've only been telling you about for all this
time :)
We just got accepted to our first film festival today (we
started mailing out submissions about a month ago) in a
little town just north of Atlanta, GA - more info on that
later. Also, on the strength of all your awesome acting
work and general hotness, I now get to direct a small
indie feature which we'll start shooting in Mexico end of
June.
Y'all ROCK! :)
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

Re: any news from woodholly?
Wed, 21 May 2003 07:00:10 -0700
Chris Simmons
Alan Chan

Alan Chan wrote:
>Here are the specs again:
>
>Need to pull off 5419 total frames off of a 120 minute
>HDCAM tape, saved as some image sequence I can read, ie
>tif, tga etc, you know the drill :)
>
>The frames are spread out over 67 shots to be digitized,
>ie, there are 67 entries in the EDL comprising 5419
>frames.
>
>Delivery mode - They can either put it on an ftp site and
>I can pull it off (probably take under a day to do it) or
>I can bring in some sort of USB/Firewire drive.
>
>Thanks man! I will call R!ot as well just to recap their
>prices.
>
>AC

I spoke with Vicki who is going to speak with a gent
named Brian to find out about the EDL compatibility.
The number at the Burbank facility is 818-556-5700.
They can do it, the price is $330/hour, I'll see if I can
get that rate lowered abit. If it can be done in under 2
hours, you're good to go.
She's going to call me back in a few hours.
-Chris

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

June 7th Screening a go!
Wed, 21 May 2003 17:59:17 -0500
Jeff Howard
Alan Chan

Looks like we're on for the Spirit 10 Showcase at the
Magnolia Theater in Dallas on June 7th, midnight. So, I guess
that would really be June 8th, but you get the point.
Exciting!
Jeff Howard

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - HD ROCKS!
Tue, 03 Jun 2003 23:07:23 -0700
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Just got the HD transfer frames back from the post house
today. The girls look even hotter in HD!! :)
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - Toolin' around with my HD transfer..
Wed, 04 Jun 2003 10:40:48 -0400
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

..examining hot women as I prep the HD shots for edit
conform. Damn, this directing gig is such a tough job.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - Sat premiere
Mon, 09 Jun 2003 10:51:22 -0400
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

Back at work today - all jetlagged and bleary-eyed blech! Wanted to let you all know that the Saturday
screening went really well - thanks to Jeff, Breanna,
Jason, Lindsay, Brent and everyone else that helped put
this thing together. It was fucking incredible! I had one
guy and his girlfriend come up to me and tell me "dude, I
am so fucking ready to see the whole movie!" How can I
disappoint him? :)
My highlights - watching the audience see it for the first time
- having people tell me to hurry up and go make the movie
already
- shooting Breanna's interview
- seeing most of the girls again
- getting Eryn to sign the poster just above her yellow
boob tops

- not falling asleep at 2:30 in the morning after a full
day starting at 7:00am
- talking to people at the bar before and after the
screening
- getting hugs from hot chicks
- getting hugs from two hot chicks at the same time
Thanks, everyone, for making this real!
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - wme9/digital video/hd/landmark/ etc etc etc
Thu, 12 Jun 2003 11:46:28 -0400
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/11.07/40gates.html
Excellent article about the economics of distribution mentions WM9's possible future role in distribution,
especially important for indie productions.
AC

Subject:
Date:
From:
Reply-To:
To:

[12hwprod] - you guys ROCK!
Fri, 13 Jun 2003 11:00:18 -0400
Alan Chan
12hwprod
12HW Production Mailing List

I was doing some webpage maintenance and happened to come
back across the production gallery page. Damn that was a
fun shoot! Thanks y'all for making this kickass - and
especially to dank for taking all those memorable photos!

AC

Notes for book topics -

Subject:
Date:

book notes 1
Tue, 22 Jul 2003 11:08:22 -0400

Alan,
In book form, it would be good to see a thorough analysis
of the process from Idea > Script > Storyboard > Shot List
> Production Schedule > Cost Breakdown, etc. In your talk
on June 7 you outlined this process and it would be
interesting to put a microscope on a few scenes to see
what real-world decisions were made as a result of
bringing the concept from "script to screen."
Here are a few random questions:
Did potential cost overruns cause a re-write in the field
or were you able to nail down the production costs well
enough in advance to avoid that?
How did you handle problem scenes where things weren't
quite working talent-wise or technically?
What was the role of the production company (Spirit 10)
and could those aspects be handled through networking
contacts alone or would you recommend delegating some of
the organizational tasks to such a company?
How have you handled the process of working the festivals?
Anything you would do different the next time around?
Tom
-------------------

a full color picture book of 12 Hot Women would probably
tell the production story just fine, or at least sell alot
of copies! we probably wouldn't learn much with just
pictues, but you could include a CD with thousands more
pictures, and a couple of Excel spreadsheets for those who
care.
Since preparation and organization is key, showing a few
examples of those Excel spreadsheets in process would be
good. How do you use these documents? How often do you
refer to them? There are web links embedded for
thumbnails, so how extensive is your use of internet,
email, phone for managing the project?
What is your process of developing an idea into a script?
Who are the key people you need to get a production done?
What things do you assign to people, and what things do
you do yourself? If there is not a paycheck involved
(volunteer, barter, or deferred payment), how do you get
people involved or achieve deadlines?
How do you spend your time during production? Is there
more organizing and phone calls than shooting?
these are a few ideas...thanks for asking us for input!
----------------------------Wow, lots of good questions. I will certainly address them
in the book. In the meantime, here's an abridged version.
I use the internet for communications a lot. My main
visual effects guy Eki Halkka is in Helsinki and I've
never actually met him face to face, but most of the
effects work you see in the short is his work (the cg
helicopter, the atrium, the exploding robot) Part of
making this work is extreme internet connection. Dan
Katzenber (who was the set photog on the shoot) operates
our private production server out of Minnesota - our
production spreadsheets and progress reports are always
mirrored on his site so that anyone on the production
crew, from producer down to the lowly janitor, can find

out where we are at any given time.
It also helps that I as a director have an intimate
knowledge of visual effects. I can ask for something and
know exactly what needs to be done, so there's hardly any
miscommunication. In fact, sometimes I even tweak the
animation scene files (as in the robot scenes) and just
send the completed animation (with lowres standin objects)
to Eki to turn into final renders.
developing an idea into a script - probably too
complicated to get into in this para. I will certainly
note this and take a whole chapter or two to elaborate on
this.
Key people and assignments: If you only remember one
thing, remember this - as a director, YOU MUST DELEGATE.
We know you are anal, but getting things completed within
a decent schedule will take too much time for any one
person (who has a life and a day job) to do. Do only what
it is necessary to communicate to others what it is
exactly that you need done, and trust that they can be
smart enough to take it to the end for you.
Getting people involved without pay - this is where the
FINAL VISION is critical. Always make it possible for your
volunteers to see the final vision, in whatever state.
That means always have a full animatic online, and upload
updates as scenes get completed and dropped into the edit.
That way your guys can always see the progress of the
piece and that it's not stagnating and know that their
work will go into something useful. During preproduction
the animatic version was always online for everyone, and
it served as a springboard to discuss shots and props with
producers and talent, wardrobe, etc. During post, every
moderately minor edit update (new fx shot added, new sound
fx added, tweaked edit, etc) was always mpegged and
uploaded online. Filename always remained the same (ie.
http://www.domain.com/myproject_workinprogress.mpg) so
that there was no question which one was the most current
- it would always be the one that the editor (me)
uploaded.
Time during production - a director's time in pre and post
is spent more in phone calls (or in this case, emails) and
organizing than actual creative work. A director's time

onset is always spent in pursuit of the shot.
Hope this helps! You guys should definitely implement the
online animatic thing for your shorts.
AC

